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ABSTRAct 

Th~ phrP~seof thisptojectis to look int9 the.' need fot hotel t\ccomm9d~ti6n in Waft; in . , 

respect t() cOhunerciaf and industrial activity in the city as weil ~~'~acial,e'cdltoinic 
development' Although Hofel 1~ ~ pnhlic,~c~ol11mod~t1on ~nd serylc,e in~ustrY With 

multiple facilities for comfort andleisute which are available in variousUotels located in . 

the Citv. However thev lack basic faelHties t~ineet standard criteria f~f;i~teh,atioria1 and' 
J J 

:'~~:'\;r 
" ;~ 

" natioiihl purpose and event that create large need for accommodatiol1. 
':",;'~ 

'":'>.<' <.> 
'! ~: ,,;:: ' 

The proposed i~,temJ,tjoiial hotel is to be t:1esjgu:ed and~eveloped as ft:cbh.Ventional hotel 
1 • " ,_ " ' , . " "c "~" "". " • 

. with recreational facilities of all kinds' fot the taste and desire of vi~itors; It will be 

'10c.ate& at thi 9~if skirt nt-the c.tty ,c1o~e to, the airport and majo~. rQad~'l~~ding' t<Jthe City 

r and industrial area. ' Otie major aim of this· project is 'to solve th~. cll,:c,l!"ation problem 

,faced. by vlsHnrs who ~fecominglntothe'dty.tt will alsooutllrieJhe principle for 

• < effective . circiIl~tiori in hotel' design. To achi~ve this special a~ention <h~ve been piac~d' in 
.~ < , , " ,', ,;, ) , 

the location of the site in ret~tion to the industrial area, comme~clal are~~~d a:irport 10 the 
, > ' " .' ' ; , " '~, • ,; '" ' 

. city,intemal pattern in ~d around Hotel building \;vith respect to ino~efuent of guest, 
~ ", ' \, ~ " " . 

'good and":setvices i~ theiight o~ this all priitciple ofeffective, Llltem~t ~irculation in the 

design proposal have been duly considered to create beautiful anl effettlye circulation. 
, , ,~ . . , . ' , e.', ,,~'" 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION , , 

) '. ,~ f" , I,,' . 

In developing areas wherein the past three ,decades ,urbanization and urban living have 
, , ' > ,c", .• ~~;~. !I"~ ;,,' ':j,~\.·f,:, • 

proceeding at a phenomenal pace, d€?velopm~~fpasr as,s~~~ ~igreater significant means 

ofenhaI1c1ng the optimum tWe of leisure to tainl?er the effectofharsh Hving condition due 

" ~~.0ver :crowding of cities. This can bee$ance by the development of international 

',iOklwhichis 'fundamental to the future prosperity and social cultural well being of a 

'::'~h":',; i:~asocla'! measure in a ~ocj~tY,p,~~~tt.~~r\~~~:,!~~~~~ and economic investment 

~~~: :,:,."'.~ :: .. 3 ';!'lysical development which enhance busin~ssand recreational activities. 
..... I, ~t£'.·~~t:~,~·Jo ". t~ ~ I (~ 

q , 

}lowever, the demand for such conventional Hotel facilities comes mai~ly from densely 
~ , l<:'L}~r,r: '" J ' : 

inlulbited areas with relatively high per c~pital ;ncome and 'areas with economic and 
{ • ~ ';-(:'" .". 1 ~.', \ (, 

.. ~lndustria1 activities that attract foreign and e]Cecutive business class. These demand are 
, t', . .~; • , 

mostly' associated in large' cities such as Lagos, Porthacourt, Kaduna, Kano, Warri in 
; r . 

whic,h the demand is inc.reasing at a faster rate than the number of inhabitant. 

The proposed Warn International Hotel win be of national and international significant in 

recognJ-ion to the physical development of the Niger delt~ region, as well as to make 
J "' 

; posi~jvedevelopment to the city. Since the economic development of a, hotel revolve 
, ~ 

·ainong: other 'things around the socio political setting, demographic structuring, 
, , 'I 

CO!lln,"::rclal and tourist activities within the city. . The hotel will provide standard 

L~:.~:;;:c: .;:!;(ll(li:will attract visitors fOf the pmpQ~e of sU9ll ~~y~lopment. 
,; . 
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In th~ course of this research the project has 'being separated into two main aspect. The 

liter~ture, which' contain all written works with illustration for" the purpose of insight to 

what the research has ~alyzed for the purpbse of this research des~gn for the project. 

The written work have been subdivided to eight chapters which have specific topic 

treated in each chapter while the design proposal illus,trates all planning and consideration 

details of the international hotel Warri. 

1~1.1 ~t\IMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The niain aims of this project is to create a built up environment that will eminently s~ite 

its functional, practical and fmancial feasibility, capable of meeting the demand for 

medium ahd long term investment and maximizaq~n" of standard facilities 'provided. 
, .~ 

Also capable of adopting plans to effect changes which is expected to playa leading role 

/ in the process of economicconstructioIl; and political growth in a fast developing 

commercial city. Important also is the creation of recreational facilities" for leisure to 

tamper the effect of the living condition of a.t1 over crowding city. 

1.1.2 DESIGN OBJECTIVES ' 

To boost and create standard hotel development In cities as well as boost the 
'I 

standard of existing hotel situation and provide recreational centre ,in Warn. 
To improve ~e quality of physical environment and to promote, 

communication by creating a better and attractive environment for interaction. 

i Emphasis is also on the relationship of public recreation opportunities to other 

type of space land use design 

, To create job opportunities as well as generating revenue. 
\ 
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It .. -

.. , 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The method used for the p~ose of data collection was Descri'ptive Survey. 

It involves, the study of characteristics of sampl~ of the whole population and derivation 

of result based on this random sampling it ,also focuses on the study of existing 
", 1; -

documented research data in, the form ()f literature tevieyv,' journal and interview of 

experience expert in such field. The procedure used includes. 

Literature Survey: Research into documented fact, jn relevant literature both 

i, local' 'and in~~rnational, profession and academic material, scientific data 

collection, which include c.limato}ogy geomofpholocial consideration and 

energy resource. 

Tnterviews: Direct personal inte.:vtew,with professional personn'el in the hotel 

and building industries on the subject', of the. project. This oral information will 

be based on individual perception on the subject. 

Case study: This procedure involves the use of relevant existing project as a 

sample of study. They can be carried out by oral interview during visit to 

existing building or reviewing literature of completed project. The advantage 

of this proc.edure is to observe' feature in an existing project not to repeat 

errors. 

Site Visitation: Visitation to site involve the c.ollection of site 'inventories and , ' 
1·<1 

'co,mmunity social cultural behavior and other relevant facts to aid harmonious 

physical interaction this is based on oral interview and actual visit to site 
.,' <J 
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/l 1.3.0 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF STUDY 

1.3.1 SCOPE OF STUDY 

Since Hotels are bui~dings that provide accommodationartd hospitality for the traveling 

public for commercial or tourist purposes, the project site will be developed for the 

provision of an ideal environment for interactive utilization of facilities of the Visitors. 

The activities that would be provide for in the design includes: 

Suites 

Restaurartt 

Business centres 

Conference halls 

Banquet hall 

Administrative offices 

Casino 

Suana 

Pool house 

Active and passive recreation 

Botanical garden 

~, ' 
I ' 

" 

1.302 LIMITATION OF S;fUDY 

I • 

T, .. ':~re an! no statistics or available analysis of: hotels in warri in particular or in 

'!\\;eria in general to provide the researcher with an idea of the magnitude and effect 

, of tll~Hotel industry on the economy. There 'is also no ~vailabledat~' on hotel 

development in recent years ,in Nigeria. Data collection in the cause of this project 

failed to include some sketches and ph9tographs of some studies due to security 

reasons embarked by such establishment. 

16 



La~tly, the non-availability of recent study of climatic condition in ~W arri grossly 

. affected the collection of data but notwithstanding every data provided are accurate 

for the purpose of this project to the best ability. 

1.4 IMPORTANCE OF STUDY 

Hote]· IS a b~.ding· that provide the traveling public with accommodation, meals, 

conventional arenas and other recreational services. In Warri the inflow of people for 

cowmercial and recreational purposes have result to overpopulation, couple with the 

How traffic system have made movement very difficult. 

Also. with the incumbent" development in the Nigeria Delta area, the proposed 

international Hotel is needed in warri to pioneer the physical, economic and social 

development of highly ranked commercial entry, which at present lacks s~ch facility. 

hi order to provide such standard services effective circulation system in and around. 

Hotel design will be carefully analy~-'as this have been mostly neglected by hotel 

deveiopers in the country. In the cause of this project the researcher have laid more 

emphases on circulation system in hotel building as this can limit the opportunities' to 
., 

the success of the proposals. In the' study ~xt~rnal circulation· is based on analysis with 
I • 

rcsp(~ftto site location, .planning and space utilization. While internal circulation is 

lJuci ;;.;. on ali internal movement patt~rn and means within hotel bUilding. 

Study is also based on the importance of hotel to the community in development of its 

PGlitlcal, socio-economic and tourist facilities and potential. This can be achieved by 

the provision of facilities that will,ltamper the. harsh living cqndition, of such 

communities, 
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I DE'FINITION OF TERMS 

, 

INN: 
I 

This are small old Hotel usually in the furbish especially one in .. 
, ~hich is also a pub 

t FRONT OFFICE: This is an 'area which the guests deal with reservation and 

• 

appointment and enquires. 

MOTEL: These are Hotels along high ways which provide space car park. 

They are also called motor; hotel 

BALL ROOM: This is a very large room that is used mainly for dancing or for 

formal gathering. 

-CONFERENCE ROOMS: Are large rooms that usually accommodate large 

meetings or conferences. 

BAR: This is a place where you can only buy and drink beverages, alcohol, 

tea or any other refreshment. 

BANQUET HALL: This is large hall usually for grand formal dinner .. usually 

consisting of many different courses and often followed by 

speeches. 

HOUSE KEEPING: This is a department that manages the suites, and guest rooms. 

GA1/LERY: 

They include laundry maintenance, record keeping, security and 

other g~est services staff. 

A place rather like shops which work of art are displayed and sold, 

often a collection of art by the same artist. 

these are set of a well-furnished guest rooms with inbuilt toilet, 

which can serve as bedrooms and guest entertainment room. 

GOtJRMENT DINING: This is a place where. meals and drinks of extremely high 

quality are served 

ANTIQUE SHOP: Shops where antiques are sold. Antiques are valuable object of old 

because of their beauty and Varity. 
I 
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I 1. , 

BARBECUE: A place where grill is provided on wltich meat, fish and other food 

. are cooked over hot charcoal usuMly out doors. 
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CHAPTER TWO ~LITERA TURE REVIEW 

2.0 DEFINITION OF HOTEL 

Hotels are usually defined as commercial building that provides lodging, meals and other 

public accommodation services such as convention halls meeting rooms and banqueting 
\ ,~'. t , " 

liaUs. ,A more workable definition would ~t use of the w~)fd "Hotel" to a public 
, t~ 1 ' . , 

accc~l'_;A0datiQn institution operated for a profit. This exclude guest houses and hostel 
I ' . 

operated by religious philanthropic educational and service organization. 

The term hotel comes from the French and was originally :usedto denote only extremely 

large and pretentious inns. In current usage, the term inn· denote a smaller less formal 

type of hotel operation but implies no reduction in the service offered to the guest 
, n",':;q.o; ": ! ' 

Although many club provides the same,s~rvic~s, a hotel differs from them in one 
, t,'\:~;'~"~, ( ~, ~ 

important aspect. Theoretically it must accept to capacity and serve all persons desiring 
. i ,~~ t "-ur~1 

accomrilodation so long as the customer maintaip. accepted standard of behaviour. 
~" ~ f:,~ j , . r t 

The modem hotel is an indispens~ble part of age mobility; which was quicken by the . . , 

international travel which began shortly after world war II and Was made possible, by the 

development of international hotels. 

2.1; ~'1ISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

, 

A history of the hotel industry indicate that it started about twelve thous~~nd years ago. 

However for practical purposes inn keeping was not possible until some stalfidard medium 

t' of exchange came into eXistence. With the invention of money sometimie in the pre-
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Christian era came the first real impetus to trade and travel. As the radius of travel 

widened the need by travelers for lodging increased. 

The inns of those early days were nothing more than a small portion of a private 
, 

dwelling, self service institution rarely clean and more other than not run by disreputable 

landlords. These condition prevailed uritil the industrial revolution that there were sign of 

progress in the business of inn keeping. Innkeepers increased services, maintain standard 

of cleanliness and to some extent catered for the guest. 

III the early times irulS were located in seaport and shortly after the American revolution, 

Alnerlcan i1llls became the largest in the world and well on their own offering the fine'st 

service available. 

Beside the pioneering spirit of the American inn keepers several other factor directly 

. illf1uencedthe rapid rise of the hotel industry. The success of the American hotel 

industry were built on the idea for universal enjoyment which encourage pennanent 

living in hotel. Also most importantly was thefact that travellng have been encourage for . 

commercial or tourist purpose. While in Europe hotel operate on the premise that only 

the aristocracy was entitled to luxury and comfort. 

" It was in 1794 that the fust city hotel building was erected specifically for hotel purposes. 

Untirthis time personal dwelling had been converted into inn. It quickly became the 
• ~,.~ :\, ;"~~' ,! '.,' , 

,socid, centre and this hotel set the stage for .the first golden age of hotel industry. In 1829 
1 i ,'ii.,r:1~'?J.. ',) 'r 

the trst lnodern first class hotel (the tremop:,liouse) ~as built. It was al;lsolutely new in 

th\.~ liddof hotel keeping and'was the largest and costliest building that have ever been 

conS~:llcted in America. 

By the tum of the century the number of commercial travelers had increased considerably 

and the means of transpo~ation have improved new era for the hotel industry began at 
.',... . ;:' 
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/i \ . '.. 
/ this time w\ith the birth of the modem commercial hotel which was. a l response to the /, 

c / demand forb-avel accommodation by ever larger number of travelers. 
1 i I ~' • 1 

I 

" 

These innovation inch.lded a, private bath within each room,flTe d09r, circu~ating, ice 

waterin every room; full-length mirror, light switch' for each guest were also provided. . , . 

Truly here were hotels that provide comfort service and cleanliness for the average man 

at a plice he could afford and consequently this became the model for hotel construction 

for about forty years. ' 

" 
The 1920' s ushered in another golden age of hotel construction and many of today' s most 

fatllO.rS hotel were built then. Slightly less spectacular but exerting strong influence on 
, • / < 

hotcldom has been the development of chain operation, design to meet the problem of 

rising cost and to improve and expand services. The birth of chain operation in the late 

196Qs offers opportunities for group capitalization which means increase in business 

reduced duplication, inefficiency and waste. This caused another boom in the hotel 
" " 

indus~y with a wider scope to many' under 4evelop part of the world with economic and 
I . 

commercial potential in the 70s. 

2.2 . ;HOTELDEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIi\ 

The development of hotel in Nigeria has been. closely tied to governmental and business 
, " "l 

activities in Nigeria. The government, in other to enhance the growth of the industry and 
I 

to divci"siiy the market strategy, established the Ni~erian Tourist Association which was 

to . <.~ j the public accommodation industry' and recreational facilities in the country. 
, , 

Howcyer this failed because of lack 'of fund arid no definite policies and objective. As a 
" result,it affected the growth and development of hotels industry in Nigeria. 
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// 
/ Anoth~r board was f~rmed with clearcut guidelines to the development of tourist 

I 
/ activit~es. The Nigerian tourist board, was responsible for the operational possibilities for. , 

I , 

;' the deyelopment for both tourism and hotel development. The functions of the board are 

• 

.. .. 

to encourage Nigerians to take their holiday. in the couhtry and· to improve artd provide 
',' ! > '<l 

tourist facilities and'. amenities inclu~ing. development of hotels and other auxiliary . ' ~ : ,,~' ';,. /..~ 

facilities. hI addition to these specific~ctjon the bo'ard has the responsibility fOf 
, • ; ~f f~ t, ,~ ',: • , 

providing advisory and informatio,n services as well as classification of hotel and 

rendering'financial assistance to person or organization carrying on any. activity related to 

tOllri~t and hotel development. 

. Hotel development in Nigeria have been very ~low and one of the major set back to its 
. , 

development is the lack of place of priority, to the economy. S~ce it is regarded as a 

service, industry, it is still accorded in tertiary sector in the order of priority in the 

manufacturing and other social services;, , What has o~en been over looked by the 

government is the fact that the hotel industry has a multiplier effect in stimulating every' 

sector of the economy. The hotel industry could upgrade the s'ocial services, improve Cl1}d, . ,'} . ' 

expand the infrastructure and recycle the nation;al wealth and could stimulate the fledging 
, ,/' . " ' 

agricultural and manufacturing sector. Nevertheless the F~deral Military Government, 

under the planning period of 1975 - 1980 allQpated the s~ofN80 million for hotel and 

guest chalet development. 

Another source of development of hotel important to the industry is the private sector, 
t 

which are; of lately making a great impact on the industry. But due to instable political 
'1 

and el~(~l1omic policies the impact h~ve .~oJ bt~~ really felt. The effort of the private 
" ,,' I 

sector ~lre been stimulated by the Federal and State Government by making hotel and 
, "" 11 

tourist development a national issue to gene~te and improve business, communication, 
":r .. ¥. . 

preserv~ culture and improve the quality of life . 
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/2.3 SIZE AND SCOPE OF THE HOTEL INDUSTRY 

I 

/ 
1 

/ .. Hotel~ are found in all countries of the world and the industty rank relatively high among 

the lat:gest world wide industries. No reliable statistics on world figures are available but 
\ . 

it has' been known that hotel devtflop1!lent have I been closely knitted with the tourist 

industlY. The development of hotels in Nigeria have been. closely knitted to commercial 

activitie~ which is around maj~r citi~s like Kano, Lagos, Ahuja, Porthacourt and Kaduna. 

'One might easily get the impression that the larg~rhotellocated in metropolitan areas are 

representative of the industry. Although these, famous hotel play an, import~t ,part in 
, ",' , I';.' 

intenl~tional business and political life. They are not typical of the hotel industry in the 
) 

COilllUY today. Only a small percentage of the hotels in Nigeria have more than two 
, .' I ' > 

, , I , 

hundredTooIils. Hotel operation in Nigeri~\tave been a tre.t.nendous industry in size and 
,j (';i. ~ ,~. , 

scope but its backbone have been the small owner with fifty to hundred room hotel. 
~ ~: I 

However the industry is presently in a period of transition and the future will see many 

changes which will alter these statistics considerably. With the increase of political and i . T 7 .', t - ',~~. ;_' 

commercial activities the tradition of .. small hotels faces possible extinction since 
, • ..~ ~1 I- ',.! < ' 

indivi4ual ownership is giving way, to corporf:lt~ own~rship management. New citY hotel 
. " ;"': . " , 

must be in the 500- 1000 room category to be economically feasible and the greatest 

expansion is in ~e conventional, !esort, and airport hotels. 

2.4 CLASSIFICATION OF HOTEL 

Hotels' are generally grouped into three main categories, conventional resort and 

residential hotels. 
.. ! 

,~ 

... 
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RESIDENTIAL HOTELS. 

Residential hotel are most common in America as it is almost unknown in other part of 
, 

the wo~ld. These hotels are 'Ibasically apartment building offering many hotel facilities 

including maid'service, dining toom, me~ service in rooms and possible cocktail lounge. 

Residential hotels range from the luxurious, offering full suite for families to the 

moderate, offering single rooms. There is a trend today for luxurious residential hotel to 

become cooperative hotels in which the resident actually own the hotel. 

2.4.2 : RESORT HOTEL 

'11, 

The R~mans were probably the first to build hotels entirely' for recreational purposes. 
: '( I, ~ ~ ,,: • 

The majority of resort hotels are sea~onal business and ar~ opened for either the summer 

or winter season and a small number operate year round. 
\ 

I 

:' { " 

Usually located on the seashore, in the mountains or at a spa. , The resort hotels are 
~, ' <-

, usually free from the clamour of the large, city unlike other type of hotel. Both summer 
, " ~"" 'I' J, 

and winter resorts offers the usual hotel services but are faced with the addition , 

responsibility of guest entertainment. 
I " 

2.4.3, C()NV'ENTIONAL HOTEL 

Conventional hotel direct its appeal prim~ly to the individual traveling for business, 
I ' " 

~\, 

political and leisure. Although most conventional hotels have some permanent guest. 
, " 

Early conventional hotel were almost always built in 'or very close to commercial centre 

so that patrons would not have to wrestle their bags to convenie~t location. 
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~' 

The conventional hotel guest can expect a room with its own private ba~ telephone radio 
i ' 

and probably television at extra cost. Rooms are also "provided for, sale meeting and 
I 

conv~ntion. Conventional hotels are now becoming increasingly important as inform8.1 

civic ,centre and more political meeting points. In the large metropolitan conventional 
I ' 

hotelS, usually one fmd a complete night club room' featuring entertainment. Recent 

illnovations in conventional hotel are the classification into three main type. 

, i) Airport Hotel:- Usually-built close to airport in large cities with important 

interchanging point. 

, ii) ¥otel:- Usually built along major motor ways for traveling commercial 
'I 

agent. Sometimes known as motor hotel. I' 

i iii) Commercial Hotel:- Commercial hotels are mostly built in city centre to 

cater for city dwellers usually-unique to such cities, 

2.5 OPERATION AND OR~ANIZATION OF HOTEL 

I', :1, 

Traditionally the hotel industry has one of individual ownership in Nigeria. 
, !~ -,;~ .. ;, i'I, ! f'l' . ' , 

However the size and operational of hotel' have become so vast that an individual 

businessman have not been able to finance the operation and keep' ownership and 

management united. In re,cent years the' tr~nd of cotporate'~wnership is very common 
~:;~, , 

due to implication involve in management and fmancial commitment. 

, " 

F .:, .. {~._,~te1y cvrporate ownership has created a new class of hotel with a maze of 
" ' . ';l'~ ," ".. .' ' , 

scientific, financial and operational section whose intricacies' and complexities can be 

und~rJtood and performed only after ex~ensive' educational training. 
"f ,) ~ 
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Every hotel has' five major departments~which will increase in size in larger hotel with 
. \. . "i'. 0, I' ' 

specihlized facilities becoming, department. The basic 'areas are the ROOM 

DEPARTMENT, FOOD and BEVERAGE DEPARTMENT, ENGINEERING 

DEPARTMENT, FRONT DESK DEPARTMENT and A UDITING DEPARTMENT. 
1 ~ 

The' front office handle, all r~servation, room assignment, massages, mail and 
- '~ r 

general information. The' ;doomlan,bellboy, phone operator, clerks and 

elevator operator are the personnel that make ~p the department. It is usually 
'.\ + • 

under the direction of the assistant manager or front office manager. 

Room department is under ~e ~ection of th~ executive housekeeper and 

include maid, housemen, linen room attendant, porters seamstress. 
, :.f' :," ' _ 

The chief engineer and his ,cre'Y. ,operate an4, maintain, all tp.echanical and 

electrical equipment in the plant. " This department carries a heavy. 
, ,~ ;, 1 

responsibility, as almost every other department is dependent upon it. 
~ -:, 'j 

The food and beverage department handles the purchase, storage, preparation 

and service of all food: and beverage.' The food and beverage manager direct 
f; I, 

the work of this department and. llsually report directly to !he manager. The' 
. ,~! ~I I 

key position under his supervisio~ ,are' the purchasing steward who buys 
~'; ~. ;,·,~~r :~~)i:(l~~~~~" ' " ' ~,' f' 

receivers and store the food and bC!verage. The executive chef plans the menus 
',I . ;~J{j:] ;;;. ~ ~ ~ 

and coordinates all food preparation and is also responsible for sanitation 
.'. {{for.; :" ~', . 

operation, the service of .food and beverage to guest. The food and beverage 
, ~ "/1 

controller maintains a checking system for those items prepares statement for 
• ,~ '~k:'~~ t ' ' 

the management and analyses all phases of the food and beverage operations. 
, {~ t,~, . \',!\ 

The auditor is in charge of all accounting and fmancial transaction. Beside the 

usual daily record 'of cash receipts. disbursement and payroll, he develops and 
-' ~ "1'i ""<,~,"~,'~ " " !, • t, < , 

analytically report which are vital t~ the manage~ent. 
. . .f • 
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2.6 ,'CRITERIA FOR EFFECTIVE HOTEL DEVELOPMENT 

The phe~omenal growth of hotel development during the past few years can be explained 
I 

by number of factors which enhance the criteria for hotel development. As the provision 

.. of adequate facilities which must as weQ satisfy market and investment need and also to .. , 

-
to 

w . 

create' an attractive environment will hannonize the environlnent, meeting social and 

economic objectives. To develop a hotel limitations and peculiar characteristic would 

require original solution to explain the factors that enhance .hotel development which can 

be explained by the following factors. 
I 

Greater affluence and more leisure for an incr~asing nUmber of people, 

pa.rticularly in developed countries. • 

Emancipation of the young and theif relative ~gh wages when they have no 

family responsibilities 'enable them to travel.. 

. Transport facilities are very much better and cheaper and there is a high rate of 

, car ownership. 

An enormous growth in int~inational business' necessitates travel by 

executives, scientist and technicians. ' 

Traveling has become a status symbol showing holiday pictures, taken at just a 

slight more remote place than one's friends. 

Package tours allows people unused to making their travel arrangement travel 

with an easy mind and are very good value because of bulk b?oking of 

transport and good accommodation. 

Conferences and business meeting are proliferating and catering for. them has 

grown into a big industry. 

The popularity of new sport· (foothan, gulf, tennis etc) and sporting event 
'I 

induces millions of people annually to participate fu these events, either as 

spectator or performers. 

Better education has interested a larger section of the public in' social' and 

cultural tourism. 
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Relief from adverse climatic condition in home country may be found abroad,. 

Exhibitions and trade fairs have become enormously popular, ensuring the 

. participation of many million of visitors. 

Ideological pressure groups hold more and more annual rallies . 

Ther~ is 'virtually no aspect of the economy whether manufacturing or service industry 

that does not benefit in some way. from hotel. However it is necessarY to identify a 
I " • I 

number of underlying principle which ~an be iapp~ed in almost every' single case and 

would also reflect the main objective in developing hotels~ . 

Requirement of each guest vary and at ~mes, are exact, opposite of each other but in 

whatever, guest seek In a hotel tranquility and rest with facilities for entertainment, 

leisure and recreation should be provided. They also want to contract with nature of the 
I • 

locality, customs and their pre industrial societies yet standard comfort of 1Jlodernity be 
Ii ' • • 
! 

provided. In order to fulfill this criteria essential features such as quietness, change of 

pace and opportunities for relaxation should, be provided . 

, . , : 

, It is absolutely necessary in the development of hotel to create an attractive tourist image 
, , i ' , \ ~ , 

that should be as original as possible to give the hotel a personality. This could be 

achieved by making the best use of the particular resources and peculiarities of the site 

also by adapting the development plan and spale' and design(: of building to reflect the 

character of the surrounding and climatic using local material where possible. 

, 

2.7 BASIC FACILITIES FOR HOTEL BUILDING 

This .sectionwill be discussing the facilities that will be provided to create comfort and 
I 

sm~oth interplay of all the activities in a hotel so as to achieve proper planning concept. 

Such facilities often do not substantially increase the total cost of the hotel, yet,because of 
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their ;publicity value efficient flow arid' comfortability within the system should be , 
achieVed by carefully considering the functions of these facilities. 

1 
"1 
! 

2.7.1 GUEST REGISTRATION AREA •. 

j 

A hotel registration desk inust be 10cated~,so that ,it is immediately visible as one enters . , 
the hotel lobby. The size of this area will \le, detennined by the size of the hotel. They 

J • \. 

are responsible for reservation for intend~4'guestand o~er advance arrangement. Other 

servic~ provided by the front registratio~~~d~sk are 'mail 'and key slot systems in large 
~ " " '~"l~:, '; J.,.,', • • 

enough hotels separate, area are provided Witlt'access to the registration area. 
0, 

i 

, 
j , 

2.7 .. 2 CASHIER AREA 

The a.~erage hotel usually has the cashiers' co.unter ,located adjacent to the registration 

desk. ,Hmvever in larger hotels casher may be placed in the front desk area but somewhat 

remote from the actual registration area,i so ~' as to have smooth operation and ease 

congestion around the registration area. 

i 
Conve,niences are usually found in casher areas for guest who bring valuable with them 

\ 

for safekeeping. Therefore small closed rooms are provided at these areas that are out of 

sight of the public. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE AREA 

The administration of a hotel operation depends entirely upon its size. In large hotel the 
i 

administrative area goes more complex unlike small hotel that have an office for the 

manaJer and secre~ in the room facing the public lobby. I 
t . 

Large :hotels will have manager and assistant manager and as a rule there will be a 
. . ' 

recepttonist. Beside these, offices will b~· p~ovided for' other specialized administrative 
i' .' :. J . 

heads for smooth functions to suite their; administrative work. In the plannitlg of the 
i ' . 

distrac,tive area, it must be borne In mind,. that many staff working in this section will' be 
! .. : t 

dealin$ with guest more frequently seelcing' ~ arrange for luncheon convention and 

banquet. . So accessibility to the public must be of utmost importance. 
; 

~ 2.7.4. RESTAURANT FACILITIES 

. .. 

Every 'hotel whether it, has 50 rooms or 1000 rooms must consider feeding it guest. In 

large hotel pleasant coffee shop for quick servi~e and Simple II,lealsi are provided where as 

restam:ant are provided for more l~isurely dining which will offer more varied menu than 

meals ~n the coffee shop. Cocktail lounge is usually found close to dining, to pause and 
, 

meet friends before going to the restaprant. 
, . i, 

'1" 
, ~" 

Where: convention facilities are offered within hotel builditi.g it is ideal to place them near g; 

the bat or portable bar arrangement are fixed to such facilities. This boost beverage 
t .. 

buyin~ if facilities are placed in the normal pat;4 of traffic. ' 

The requirement for the design of hotel restaurant bars, cocktail lounge and coffee .shop 

may not be different from the standard requirement. In the planning of large hotels that 
, , 
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enco~passes all the dining facilities it may not be possible to operate out of one central 
1 " " "' 

kitch~n, but it will be" preferable if several kitchens were provided but h~ving: link to the 

main ~tchen for efficient distribution of unprepared and prepared food. 

I 

I 

2.7.5 GUEST ROOMS 

Guest rooms in hotel may be considered peripheral to the prime product that a hotel has 

to offer. The first consideration is iliat of the size and the length and e breath are the 
, 

deteTqlinant factor. This is guided by the.amount of furniture that goes into the rooms by 
t ;, ~! ,. 

the degree of lUXury. The most commoheropms in the hotel field today are the twin 
1 ), .. , 

bedde'd room, then the suites. 

'" 
Suites are more common in large hotels these days because. of its dual purposes. Many 

I . 

travelers use their rooms during the day to conduce busmess or to host ~siting friends, 

.. which may double as sitting and bedroom. Every hotel should have arrangement for 

suites of a permanent nature as opposed to ~. combination of a studio room with typical . 

guest . room. Where hotel offers conventional facilities it will require an' inordinate 

number of suite for entertaining guest; which are more frequent with conventional hotels. 

2.7.6 BANQUETING FACILITIES 

Most'hotels include meeting conventional and banquet facilities in their operation, whi~h 

may be tUore diversified in larger hotels for luncheon dinners, banquet halls, meetings 

and conven~on. In very large hotels this facilities are usually classified into meeting and 

banqueting facilities and the extent is usually determined by, the . operator of the hotel. 
; 

The normal meeting room requirement are rather simple, movable or adjustable 
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separ~ting wall makes it possible for great flexibility in'size of rooms to accommodate 
, l I 

more ~han one meeting if need be. It is common to serve meals in banquets hall or during 

lunch~on. Realizing that food may be brought to banquet hall or convention hall the 

juxtaposition to seiving kitchen is highly import~t marranging the pl~ of these 

facilities . 

2.7.7 LAUNDRY 

A lalUuity is a usual adjunct of most good-sized hotels. This is because a hotel laundry, 

which does its own uniform and flat work~ requires a good-sized space for'washer, dryer, 
• , ' l' . 

drum ironer and various pressing machines. 'Large hotel mostly maintain his or her own 
~ ;j • < 

• <; ", ", - ~ 

cleaning department for dry cleaning and pressing, which are usually part ,of laundry area 

directly under the supervision of laundry manager. Laundry area is usually close to the 

kitchen and service area located for only staff accessibility. 

2.7.8 LOBBY 

The lobby area acts as the main circulati~~,~ea for guest arriving at the hotel. Usually 

lobby maintains spatial unity with the reception, information desk and it serves as focal 
, \ ' " .~ 

point for the dispersion of human traffic to,atI other part of the hotel. The size of the 
, .. -, :' 

lobby would be' determined ~y the number of services to be provided on tbeground floor 
'to' ') • 

level into consideration the projected n~ber, of guest expected to use the hotel at peak 

hours and other times . 
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\ CHAPTER THREE AREA OF RESEARCH 

3.0 ~NTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CIRCULATION IN HOTEL 

In planning it is absolutely' necessary for an efficient segregated circulation system 

bearing \ in mind that building shoUld, be conside~ed as a planned spaces with 

environmental conditions that must be unde~stood to ~fficiently serve the people. 

Architectural spaces create different emoti9nal:tesponses. So a planner should articulate 
, J' J.: '; . " , " 

the circulation pattern in and around a hotel building in sequences to comfortable create 
\ tj~}f' j, ' 

excitement to the guest. Since there is anWI4~~lying, harmony in the natural environment 
l' ' \~. "~ ~ _ ;, ~ 

and circulation that is very appending to, ~u,m~ perspective, movement of people and 
, . '," 

object iIi and around Hotel building should avoid disturbance and annoyance to enable all 
r ' 

service facilities be of efficient use. 

4> Layout and plarining of hotel complex must ~aci1itate movement of people and as far as 

possible identify and understand different special volumes to relate circulation pattern so i 

. as to established functional sequence. 

: :' 

Perception is not a matter of sight alone. All the senses must be involved "sight, taste, 
i 

smell, touch and hearing must be control by circulation pattern. The more fluid in 

circulation pattern the more efficient and attractive a hotel complex is. Obviously the 

alignmelit of speed, plan and nature of emotion that is considered will predict the 
1 

emotional and intellectual response that a guest must expect in a hotel. So it is important 
, " 

that the qualities of the path or line by which an object or person must be controlled with 

care. Since it is important to note that motion that induce must be accommodated as 

satisfactdrily resolved in design and pl~n'~;~"~. :>'~ architect should understand how 
~ ;', ,'- ,J V:t,!":1 :0"; ," • 

different spatial volumes related to the individual in both static and dynamtc ways. 
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3.1 lEFFECTIVE EXTERNAL CIRCULATION IN HOTEL 

r 
J , 

The d~sign of external space within a complex is unique in character and "with sense of 

place ¥thin the complex as building should provide a sense of scale that are clearly in 
I . 

relatioIi' to the extern~ activity that add life to, outdoor activities such as facilities and 
, -

good landscape which must be comfortable accessed. To provide quality and attractive 
." , , 
1, -' ' 

exte111al circulation, convenient and comfortably quality paving maternal with texture and 
. " , , 

good (luality paving maternal around good wox:k and art are' normally 'used to encourage 
\ ." 
I 

the useJ's. To. achieve this, well planned and convenient circulation system which enhance 
'I 

its efliciellcy of the transit system and direction of all external movement within the 
i 

COI;'f:"~X' site, As the quality of a built up or any planned area, use of material, 
. I 

landscAping and other amenities which should be inviting and must be determined by the 
, 

follow~ng platming factors: 

Site phmning 

Access and traffic flow 

Pedestrian movement planning: . i " • , .. 

3.1.1 EFFECT OF SITE PLANNING ON CIRCULATION 

. . 
Site pl~nning is an art of arranging structures on land, shaping the space b~tween them 

and lhiking each element together to. have an effective operational system. These plans 

are ll5fLally cluster of houses, a single building o~ a complex of building built in a' single 

. operation. 

Site pliuriling in hotel design is more than a practical art of technical operations aimed at 

effective. circulation to m8.ke the complex leisureable for every guest and to suite the 

aesthetic of the site, but of road building, walkways and even g~den that are shaped b) 
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cert¥n decision to enhance eiIective4ess Ilwhich if; neglected or unplanned affect the ,I; 

smo9th flow of circulation. Every site natural, or man made is to some degrees unique and 

conn~cted web of things and activj~es I ~hich can imposed limitation and often : 

possibilities. Depending on the arrangemept any plan however radical must maintain 
i \ \ ",' ,:.. , ~ 

som~ continuity in preexisting I locale so a complex knitted should engage in site 

sequ~nces that should have a passi()n~for order. I. Making hotel development fit human 
I I • 

purp?ses is the task of the site pI.~~ ;t!R;;9~ve an effeptive~ircul~tion system which ' 
. " '.,. -6", > ,.~ • <-

enh~ce their every day life. Although the. complete harmonious and mature site for hotel 
: ' \ . ~.( r~.f~;) .~.'t:~~,~ f~." . 

deve'opment can have unexpecte~, ~~~£t(~~a~i passesal?n~ the whole ·chain of living 

thing~. Two things must then be under$~QoclJn e~vironmental planning of hotel. 
',.. " '.,1<." ,;''!j,'r'"'i 0 ' .! 

; , 
Firstly, the nature of the site and how its users will act ill it and value it. Secondly the 

place! must not only fit the structure of our bodies, it must also fit the nature of the w"'Y in 

which our mind work. This concerned :w'it4: the degree to which users can reach other 
~ I $ , .,~; 

persor, service information, and other sp~~es.\'1 This is the ,fundamental advantage of any 

orgatlized site, a quality acc~tom to much dealing with circulation for an environment. 
'~l; ,~> 

Many of the recurrent consideration of,~~ep.vironment have 'to do with preferred linkage 
/-' ,''':1;-'' .f'. '" , 

betw~en various activities in a hotel cqp':p,l~?f,,,~s, ~en as ~ocial interaction and provision 
Ii " " ~ 

for vehicle and pedestrian tra:nsitsys.telI!.t~" Site planning can also .. encourage 
'w"J \ ""'1 '{.Lr"l~.\"'·h,{,.\~. 1. •. ,' '; 

co~unication through ideal focal point~'tyj~~~ contact llD:d good landscape. 
j .' I ,1 ,:~\>~,{,.?!.:\ '" / _ . 

J , 

The cfm~ol of the site is always the issu~!~ hotel design, which is far from reality in oUr 

society which cause essential disrespect by those who use it. 
i , 
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SPACE MODULAT~ON IN SITE PLANNING 

.~ 

i .l, ' 

Site pl~g is an established planning fact that is seek in~ area that the quality Qf 

, . harmorlY oneness or unity is the mark of any,wellconcei~ed work of art. Poor control 

and c~nnections hinders circulation which ':~~y'be: cost effect however in other to 
~ - -. :1, '<")i __ , ' ,.,. 

achiev1 a ?armonious sequence of a hotel building; extemai circul~tion from one space 

functi0r to another will have a unified sequentially' space m()dulatioR This will aid 

effectiv,eness by altering speed in circulatioll through change in sensation when: a 
- ~ t 

complex is developed into a volwne or series' of volwne by degree and type of activiti~s 
, 

to articulate the plan. The experience of space ,modulation in transition is affected by the 

change; of sensation due to texture, light ~:qua1ity; temperature, visual. pattern and 

expandrg or contracting vistas. i'.'· ,I 

" 

'0( '\" 

. i 

In hotel complex sequence should be subtle .with varying spaces that provide a complete 

change 'in use and mood in such a way that transition is almost imperceptible. In other 

cases, circulation is planned with intent that transition !into hotel is compressed to release 

into a lofty dazzling, free space which is usually startling and dramatic to create powerful 
, , 

emotiort. So. in considering space modulation,' spatial manipulation which plays upon 

human ,emotions, reflexes and responses should be an~cipated to create maximum 

leisure. For example a bright sunlight court is the more pleasant if we have just left the' 

leafy coolness of a garden or the splash and; spray of a fountain are more appreciated 
! ». 

when vie approach it from a not dry sunb~ed court. The wide free spac~ is wider a,nd 
I 'hi • 

freer to ~s when we have just come from a c()m:llled space. 

In pl~g circulation system, series of" conditions ,that will heighten, the effective 
~ " ~ . ," , . - ,; 

interaction with the site will be pleasurable ~we JIlove through a space or couple of 

spaces. ' Thus orientation of building and. tr~sit system are important when space 

modula~ons' are consider which will determine ,the flow of ~affic and give meaning to the 

other faqilities in order to create unity and continuity. 
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3.1.31 SEQUENCE IN HOTEL'SITE PLANNING 

~ A 

Seque~ce in tenn Of, planning may be defined asa succession of perceptions of spaces 

having continuity. In the planning of hQtelcomplex sequence should be casual, free and 
,,- t ":,,; !,' . > l. 

they spould be progressive. Su~h a progression, may be one of functionality of activities 
~ , 

ascent\ as in experience from the sunlit edges of gardell to its deep" or a progression of 
l' \, c • 

intensity convenience or comprehension, , 
t 

, 

Seque~ce should be casual or disciplined, it ,maybe rambling'to achieve a purpose but be . 
I ' 

contrive with high degree ~f order., For eXatIlple sequences of nature are revealed with no 

more bider than in the haphazard imp~ession~of wandering'landscape this is because 

sequeJ?-ce with high degree of order is. an~~xtremely effective design device in circulation 

which: may induce motion, give direction," create caden~e, instill a mood, reveal or 

explain an object or a series of object. A planned sequence isa conscious organization of I 
elemeht in sp~ce which has it beginnin~ usually at the entrance to the site and on end . 

usuall~ 'at the recreational facilities for leisure (garden, recreational facilities), Site' i 
pl~g also should consider as" important the diffusion of concentrated circulation in ) , I 
functibn of space creating less traffic an~ eff~ctive movement even at peak periods. If 
\. I 

such ~equences in planning are ,appreci~te~ ih;e subject to precise design control wm I 

determine not only the nature of climates but also the their timing, intensity and the 
, • I 

transition by which the evolve. 
t 

I 

A sequence pl8.llfled in hotel, may be simple compotltld or complicated in that it should or, 
,i ;; ~ -: ' "i: • 

, 1 ~I ~ . , , 

mayb~ sustained, incepted or modul~te4, ,~p:t~pould reveal interpret and feature the spaces 

used.: Each.sequence like a distinctive refrain,should have its own character and evoke ar 
~ . ~ ~>~'?'~4~:~i'<l",j:'tf'7' . ; 

emotibnal attractive response that can. ,be fairly well predetermined. Circulation with1: 
~ . ~ ~ 

the site should induce the observation and expectation mood in line with the function c 
} . 

the plan. If a sequence is marked wi1h: a rhythmic recurrence of one or 1llore spati 



· , 

qualit!es a' cadence soon becomes' evident depending on its nature intensity and rate of 

reocchrrence. Such cadence have a slight to vary considerable emotional ~pact upon the 
:, I i-

I' 

movirlg observers. It· should be noted that in planning any sP. ace through which people , 

and gpods are to move especially in profit making organization both spatial modulation 
, ' 

and space sequence is essential. 

3.2 : ACCESS AND TRAFFlq;f.~P~' IN HO,TEL 

t " 
Acces~ is the prerequisite to using any sPllce. Without ,the ability to entire or move 

, 'I ' : 

within it freely and comfortably to interact, receive and transmit social information and 
I . 

good ~e space is of no value however vast or rich in resources. So in the, design of 

complex it is important to consider the, I~Y()llt of road, walk way and parking first then 
I 

refine ,this layout by a study of other compgnent of circulation. 
I ~ 

, , 

3.2.1; ACCESS PLANNING 
\ 

Wl1t~n: a hotel is proposed it is necessary to mea~ure the ,actual traffic volume already 

utiliz~gthe road inv~lved in the streetwh~ie'it will be sited. ,This include ,origin and 

destination of vehicles, average daily iramc volumes, "peak hour traffic volwb.e and 
~ . . 

tUIllmg pavement around the access point.: 'However, the desired traffic data for the 

pf()t)o~ed stl"eet location are obtained, evaluated to detcmiine the present circw.ation 
! 

system and that of all' adjacent street. If the . data provided by the traffic study cannot 

handl~~ the. additional traffic, a diverting lane should be provided to reduce traffic 
, '. 

congestion at access point. Access into co~plex shouJd be at 90° to the adjacent street to 

allow easy tWl1ing of vehicle into the site):;':'; 
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3.2.2;,TRAFFIC PLANNING 

. In loca~g a project on any site the line of appfo~ch will not only, influe~ce or dictate the 

positio? of the structural element but Win ~lso' detennine ~the relationship of the used 
, .,'"" 1 

areas ~s well as develop other cir~ulatiolf"sYstem. It will, be important consider the 

followipg factor th~t will enbapce the 'effectl~en~ss of traffic pattern in hotel planning. 
'1 

i) ACCESS: Design from the «:hire may throat to' ,the building should be' 

ii) 
! 

, 

iii) 

iv) 

• ; >~ . \F,~ .. r·l'\' ~ ,.:1f 
•.• -,( ., 

attractive and conspicuous/{~;~?-}ris is order' to prepare the quest on arrival 

from the entrance throat to~~'Va:rkin~ court. • The drive which may vary, 
t ': '~,7,~t;~~;·;'M:1f1.;~.: . t' t; ~ , . 

swelling at drive entry at1~curxt}S arid' at the 1 fore court to allow easy 
!T'" 

maneuvering of cars. , ! 
" 

,e alignm~nt, of the driveway present 
" 

an excellent opportunity"to pI' ,~,,;'yi,sual Unfolding or realization of the 

complex. It topographic vie~s';~d'better lands~ape should'be so aligned as 

to reveal the modeling ,ground' form., The ~ignment will be such as ·to 

reserve as much land as possible to retain landscape features while defming 

cohesive use of the area. To avoid unnecessary disruption the drive should 
" . 

flow with at wild angle across the contou,rs. 

BE ECONOMICAL AND CONSISTENT: The drive way should be sl;wrt in, 

hotel complex for economic"construction and maintenance. The design 
• ." ~ f . . ',' , 

should keep the quality of the ~pproach drive consonant with that if the site, 

the proposed use and the type. of structure provided. The drive way is to be 

considered a complete and, urirued' wo~k of design with the existing 

structure on site. 

SEGREGATE SERVICE TRAFFIC: Service vehicle range in size from , .-

small mo~orized carts 't~ . large ',~e1ivery and refuse tracks which requires 

convenient access to the complex collection and delivery station and other 

auxiliary services. It is ideal in hotel' complex' for practical purpose that 
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service vehicle circulation and parking areas are of separate route from 

guest access to enhance its effective and fi;ee from disturbance in case of ' 

. peak hours. Th~ ~ervice Sh9uld be 4esign: to accommodate large vehicle 

which have wider turning radii and manehvering . space. If direct road. 

accesS cannot be provided walkway and other paved transit areas may be 

provided with the p~~se t~aid circulation in mind. 
'. 

'''"-'l':'> I' ~ 
< ~' ,1, ' 

. . . 

3.2.~ . PLANNING P A.RI{fflG S~ACES .... 
• \ ' . .,-t,,~'<",~.J:, .";'"",,:/,~c ~;", 

; " 1 ~(~{~:~~~~~;, I .. ' .' 
. '. ' 

Par~g provide an essential link betweeJ?:.,~~hicular circulation w8:Y, approach drive and 

the fJ,tal destination they are designed fO~;i,~~~safe arid efficient storage of cars. In hot~l, 
. ~.. . 

wher~ space and site condition pe~~;'}t:,t\!~"are .. usually ... located beyond the building 
1 :':'>'~J.f,:':.r' ,' .. ,.~,., i 

entran:ce in such a way asto trJjnj:rnize,~~~~g\distance back to'hotel building. So all 
, ., \, i::'~' ;!,. ~;, t; i "..<'. ' , . , 

factor; 19cated to the design of .,. park4ig~~Jllc~ties . should be review to create easy 
; , " ' '"~~'i·f\ ,".-c., f,.';;'j "," . ": - . 

circulation'flow. Factor relating tog90d p,~lcing plan include: ' 

~i) SIlTING POSSIBIUTIES:iifib~'i'Si'wng of parking areas in hotel is best 
~ . "~ l,;'>f::\:;J>~v ;It.:{ . , 

I achieved by study of alte~ative: shape and flow line in the relation to the 

Hi) 

, , 

building structure and topographic features. In hotel complex the approach, 

pass and park is ideal •. ThisAs ~4ere a driver will ~pproach the building to 

his left discharge its passengers and continue to the parking space and 

return on foot by a pleasant conventional route to the entrance. 
j • 1'~~'~'''\I-\tS'J''~I''' ~ 

SCREEN PARKING AREAS:~",ip the .. design of parking areas in hotel direct 
. ',,' !g;t~~-!~F ~}"", " "_. '" '~ 

view from the entranc~ coUUJ~!9P~king·areas are not usually desirable. 'A' 
, '~"'l-:'ft~~ ~;J 'r('~~ :'._,.i ";., 1 

well placed parking compo~g~~,)~op.ve~ent by incidental to and secluded: 
',"'i" ' J 

from the building. , , .' <. . , 
, " 

ACCOMMODATE THE VEHICLES: Since the parking court is planned for 
~,: :. ~ ",' ,'\: ~ * . 

the efficient storage of a~tomobiles; it must be design with full 
, , " "I ~ f'~t.".,\ ;".~,'., ~ • > 

understanding of the maneuvering requirement of the car. This·is dictated 
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rz' Err,,,,,'!'!"." 

by the gradient, turning radii, ,; aisle and stall, width 'and paving texture 

whic4 may well vary to differentiate spaces provided in hotel, also should 

be at the ratio of one to three in relation to c;u- and number of guest rooms 

provided . 
, . 

3.3 i PEDESTRIAN PLANNING ."', 

The pnmary objective of improved circulation are comfort aesthetics, 
'\ 

conveniences continuity and safety. FulAlliDg one of these objectives generally increase 
; ,.i< ::t{;\1;~>' '., ~. ~ 

the opportunities for meeting or improvingtlle' others. \ Nevertheless ease of external 
,; "'.',' <;;':.~.,,~ .tJ\~~t~/ .'-< ' . ~.' 

circuhltion with safety from vehicular conflict and better. protection of lawns and plant 
I " : .',,~,~.,~:\ 'ilrt.~~':-t>"'" y, " ~'''. • 

are ~e primary purpose and benefito(:4~~~10ping pe:destrian circulation in hotel 
: ;,.': ' ~{>~.' ': ~:~:} ) >. ~, 

complex. The pedestrian design should:{shpw thelocatio~ of the transit direction. In 

hotel ~omplex most pedestrians trips are·~~i~ti.v~ly short be~ause pedestrian seek effective 
~. . . ", ~ '. " 

services. Pedestrian trips are closely related to type of land use associated with the trip 
! 

Oliginior destination, the nuntber of trips attended or generated by the activities: 

. , 

3.3.1; TYPE AND PURPOSE OF, PEDESTRIAN TRIP. 
i • 

l',~2f ",i.;;: . 

If the type and purpose of pedestrian trip~~~8tfUnderstood better pedestrian facilities can t ··:·;:(:~~~·",·t,t~~i:~>-<.·i t· : ' • . 

be proposed and developed. Pedestrian ;:!J:.!.p~;.,are categorized into three major types -
!. .. ;'.4.'~,i>~~;:;:t'\:·(',,':- . 

te11I1in;al trips, functional trips and recreatignal trips. 
,! > ,,'" ••• J!JI(#;:~ ,< 

: Terminal trips are made to'3.rtd lfrom 'points i associated with transportation 
"0,' 

, "'~"'\; '" ;'. . 

mode, for example parking lots to entrance porch. 

Functional tr,ips are made to cainy'out specifiC function such as services within 

the complex or traveling from one building to another for functional reasons. 
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-I Recreational trips 'are made, fotp1lqJose related to leisure created within the 
~ , " ,!" . ' •• )\ " 

complex in which walking is the primary purpose. 

;: 

I 
In th~ pedestrian circulation network, tlter~(;a.te ,.tyvobasic, purpose of circulation called 

'. • ,," ii" I\l;;;.,q,,,, i,;"\,'" " , 

node. i The origin ahd destin~tiol\:1~O~~~,t~~~\\I'~o~ ~~9.te primary node. These are 

walki~lg trip that have defmite beginning ,and: end such, as walking from the parking lot to 
~ ~""~'1<, , c ~U:" :~¥!I,~.(r'f"}.'~!Ell~·~~,l~i:" .,:~Hd"" ,f, >,' ., , 

the entrance porch. Secondly there are ,tqe,,~ep()p.dary nodes which trump growth from 
:, • ''4,;/ .r '~, <',1i~fr-:~~~~~t{; ,>,1"~".~~ '. :' '" « 

the pIi-mary nodes to other destinatioll pf !C?~;~H~ctional pllfPose. ' For example walking 
f;~ " ,-', t~'!\<,'V'; 1'\ t - '~" f, , 

around for leisure. 

3.3.2; PEDESTRIAN CONrRQ~ !, 

Planni;ng pedestrian ways within hotel complex must be noted that slow movement is 

required with engenders interest in details. Leisure movement welcome deflection :and 
, , 

distraction and little interest in motion"obj~ct are considered, instead things seen or 
, '. " ,!, , ' 

experienced with our senses delight m;iLsta~.e object, by such subtle transition. So 

pedestrian way are controlled by reduction' of disbmces and, grades alignment by 

screening and space mod~ation. Various studies should be carried out to determine 

whether there are problem related to" pedestJ;ian circulation' such analysis should show . ~ .~ 

areas IJarticular with large intended pedestri~ in other to increase width, to accommodate ' 

such tt:affic. Design should also demonstrat~ ,effective space separation and well planned, 
t t;;o~ ~ J'kt', :' , 

pedesttian link to have continuity. ,' ... ,', 

In the ¢ontrol of pedestrian system na~~ f~c~ors ;shoUld properly considered in order to 

specify an effective, circulation syste~" tJ:1.~t ~Rpld. bec<?nducive for guest movemenf. 

Sucll factors include climatic con4iti,ons,'t~~~~~phY, soil , water table and vegetation. ' 
.~; , 1~;i:r~~l~~t; < " 

:>, 
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3.4 EFFECTIVE INTERNAL',CIRCULATION IN HOTEL 

EverY~ type of hotel building must function,: very smoothly to achieve the end result that 
~ , , ,~ _i·:~L:if Wt~t,~";~tf </ '~:'k-"" ,,?" t 

the ~est is seeking. Hotels are desi~~~,~~;~~i1~' so ~af client and staff of the hotel will 
I \ "f ',: ~.:,:0~::'·!~11~~~~1;:-·· .~,1 ~< .~' ': 

get a satisfactory circulation system,' .,iCpffifortability 'in the sense that from the moment 
t ~ ~r;/ ',/' "' . 'X:;~~f' ',. '. ':" ". ' 

they step through the entrance doorway; ruiSlf toute are well treated and mounting to 
; , , ·i<,~~r?>i;' , ' ' , . 

acIrie'fe maximum efficiency. Every "'''o!t~;, Jifor the eff~ctive circulation that creates 
,; .." \ -f \- .~,r~~~:~:~· ~~:. ,:~ '-' ~ '..: . 

comforts should be carefully considered::;,:;}Vhether it be the ease of funding to registration 

desk, ?ashier, bars, dining, elevators '~&*~?;~~Kl~(;~:~P" ';', , 
{ , 

; ~ 4'·.'1~i" " t'~~:f*'~' " , . 
And rooms and other facilitiesprovided:\~Thtf,9irculation in hotel building becomes very 

~. ' ~~;>Y~.> . 't'··~~r· .'. . . 
important part of creating such comfort m p~y§!cal environment. Considering the transit 

~ " ,'-', ,:·f;r,~·~f.J!~1::?r#~~t,'t·\ ~-. , ' , 'r 

pattern of a hotel the basic planning and mode of operation must be clearly understood. 
; , '7'!~f'.~;~'~J;1~;{,~;if;\~'!: "'i .,.: 1; , : 

The interior circulation pattern likewise shopld, be well articulated and rather interesting 
. '. ~ ~t(j:!:1~i'~~~'~i::~R:;~f~J'" , . . 

and special consideration'are given to coni-dqr$;also the guest room wing because of staff 
. " " I !~. ~~ :, " . , 

equip~ent and guest luggage's. The primary function of hotel has not change, from the 
, < ", ~ 

earlies~ recorded time to the present day hotel~they work on the same principle. 

, 
3.4.1, INTERNAL COORDINATION IN HOTEL BUILDING 

The coordination of hotel building is based o~ ~ilie duality of the function of a hotel which 
; " ",J.~" . 

aid proper understanding in the circulation system in hotel building. This principal work 
, • : <,' '~,:,; i {<" ' 

on the concept of early hostels offered,' where' guest arrive at the front ,door where he is 
~.~ D 

1., 31, ': .,'} " 

greeteq and arrangement are made for his··lodging and food. The innkeepers to prepare 
" 

food, -\yhich waS cooked in the kitchen andlaundry for hous~ cleaning, used the rear yard. 
r ,'~'1 ~ 

In the present day hotel, the public area includes the front area where guest are service in 
, . 
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\ 

all c~pacity. While the private area is here all functions and gust service amenities are 
\ 

takelJ, care of. 
,I 

} 

I I 
I , I 

This !,duality of hotel must be thoroughlY"understood in other to effectively coordinate the 

iI 

j \ ", ,";'\' ,l":,' , 
..intenial circulation provide4i1J the building: It should also be noted that in the planning 

of the circulation system, there must'hever'be a mingling of the private and public 

servi6es. Likewise care should also be t~~nduring planning that at no time should guest 

.. 

~ :.. . J, ~ ,;" ::',~ \r , 

be a*are of everything taking place at;,1h~ ~ back of. house, at the same ,time smooth 
~ '. ' ' '; "~1t:~t~·~~ }~~:~¥F" . . \ ' ' :~ . - .. 

operation in the public are,a which is ' ',depe.n4~nt on what is happening in the 
; ", .. <.~rrN' '··.\i;,·~;·,,·.·:<··"~';)··'l~(,; ,r ' 

private area. The circulation and " of t4e public and private areas in the 
\ '<, , - ,;, ',' . 

hotel)must be separate4 and" y~(\~~~t' " ",~otb, fw:tc~oll, sm~othlyand. 
efficiJntly. ,i 'l~;~~~ , 

1 . 

This area, though rarely seen by guest.it i~,the most crucial part'of hotel coordinating 
'-. ~ " , " ~. ~ '~~~~~~'f#~~:' .,', '" , 

unit. It must be laid out with the para.wp,qnt,;.objectives, control and efficiency in 
'I 1';\ ~:<(,:~'~~t:{i~'~~~:\i: .. l. ft :!t \ ""~"~ 

circulation., A typical private area in a hote.Onili:9~te 1he ~e.rvi:~e main entrance which is 
" '$".J.;~;~.~7:~·N/t{):P:~~ .< ""c~"\': +," .\, , 

usually located out of view from the main;~~ntrance to the hotel but has direct access to 
f . t;· }s-'< '. '*~f~> "';'iP' ' J!,: " 

the str~et which is capable of handlin~., U,-"BS~~I~~affi.C. ' Alsp all in staff personnel will 
, , .;-.~. ".".\'< ),;i>~·Jt·~'" '. ,,> "',. 

access' :the hotel this point. The circulation" flow in this area should be planned that 
~ " " t,.ll)..t"I;l,,~~,~.~_B~':j,.;:.·,-~t', _ ' 

maximum efficiency is obtained e.g. immediately after checking in employee should be 
\ 

separated from goods in two different traffic flows. This is done that they should have no 

. contact;with each other and the guest with the exception of wai~er and go~4 receptionist. 
, -

This ensures efficient circulation and security system hoteI.:Thebuilt in security system 
;,': ,·%t:,~f~V;:p;,\f~~~- :;> ' ., . 

which i~ the deep secret of a successful,' 4~t~1;;is based 01\ good circulation planning. 
j . ; ,', ,,', 

Service :area are provided serve as coordination unit ill each floor leading to the central 
! '. ' 

. l 
sefVlce area. 
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3.4.3 PUBLIC AREA PLANNING , 

This is the area of a hotel that concems "itself with the guest or payment visitors. This 

area c~mprises of every area that the guest will see, lobbies dining spaces, meeting halls, 
f "":,.>:' " ): 

rest rqoms passenge~selevator, corridor(ropms and other public amenities provided by 
!/ " , '::,~,;' :~',~ , '. . 

the ho~el. Th~se spaces must be handled' and planned with the thought of convenience 
l ~ 

and c0!ltinued circulatory approbation of the gust in mind; In support to the above guest, 

orient~d facilities, many other ~~tion 1!lps~.:~p considered' m, the public areas to ensure 

efficie~t system which include adminlstr~ti~e,(guest r~gistra~on and record) guest 

assistance, maid service etc. 
i 
; 

\ 
\ 

Prior t9 the provision of the public area in ~~!el the following important consideration 
. • :: ,. ~: . :,. !';' ~,~f, ~;;';"::~E::.> 4, ~ ~ (1 

WIll mclude:"\,I~, :::~'t~';iMh, ' 
I ' 

! Ease of locating the entry and~onve~ence to' acce~s the main entrance. 
1 ':;,," ", . t 

Ease of locating every' facility in the building. Appropriate visibility and 

legible signing is an important requirement. 
, i 

Convenience between guest quarters' and other typical hotel facilities that the 

gust may use during their stay. 

,Adequate guest room size and other . 'configuration that will make circulation 
'1 

paramount in planning: 

Functionality should be sequentially planned according to traffic importance" 

and modulation. 

3.5 LOBBIES AND coRRIDoR' PLANNING IN HOTEL t . , . 

) 

j 
i 

Corridor: and lobby 'in hotels are transit way which gust or personnel, can access a 
'< / , 

functional space . 
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In conJidering the lobbies in hotels regar<,lle,~s of it size, it should create a fIrst and lasting 
l ' ".:' :' 

impression on the guest. The si~e of lobbies" in hotel are usually detennined by the 
, I "", 

munbei of guest roo~s, size of meeting r()oms 'as we,ll as the type of hotel. In order to 

adequa~ely create space for effective circulation of the guest as they arrive the' hotel. 
; ~. J- :'" , \.,'. . i ' 'r 

Lobbie~ ()f conventional hQ~els as proposed are 1J:sually large because there are constant 
i ~ . :r ' ,.,' 

gatherihg of conventioneers, meeting,' lunc4~ons~d dinners. As such lobbies should be 
'",", ,,J;"·"'>,f~.·~;;:~ t'f~> I.. ! 

large enough to create space for free fl9W.~Q[~affi.c and be able to accolllUlodate large 
> • ' • • ': "\',' ',~( ~'" ,,"; - " ' 

numbers of guest at the same time. 

~~~:~l;e lobbies are necessary auxiliaries on that do not yield direct profit the size , 

have to directly be tied to feet pen guest ro()m\with consideration to other facilities that 

encour~ge large gathering. Space allocati~~sho~d be flexible in other to bring in proper . . "', " '. 

perspe~tive by correlating lobbies with the size of hotel which are usually between nine 

to twelye square feet pen guest room. 

~ I 

Corridors in hotel as earlier said are transitipn~ spaces between public spaces, which are 
• ,;: -'1, 

hallways through which room and other functional spaces are accessed, some of the 
, ':'!.~ !~-,t,,' "7~"~ .,. ", ' 

major problem faced in the planning hotelco~~ors are the, question of length and width 
,: . ,I I' { '(!:,':. , 

in relat~on to the lobbies rooms and serVice m:~~" for maximum length of co¢dor have no 
! , ~ >J,'" }t ~ , , ',' , 

standard size but for efficiency in circulat;ion and good planning precise feet in length . 
. J ': ~·~;i·)Y" . < . 

Although some cases; because of the size of some hotel or its configuration corridor may; 

be longer. However it would be well advised to introduce an interruption of some sort by 
< 

means of change in dimension or change in direction. Also as to keep; intended uses from 
, 

feeling the approach of his room as an ~tYess approach. Where long corridors return at 

any angle it should be arrange in such manner as to give the uses rest or second,breath so 
, > " I, 

to say before continuing to hisl destination. 

. \ , ',. \ 

" 
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I -
, Corri~ors are jusually defmed by walls on both ,sides'and so should be made, enough so 

that p¢ople do not have to make carefully in. , order to keep from bumping into wall or 
l v .' ,>" • 

other people or equipment that IS attach toJh~~all., ; Most ,standard for comdors 
\ '" - '·,;r.V,'", , 

pl~g width do not account for these .fac~ors ~.g~ corridors ,standard are often applied 

witho~t consideration of iQ.e fact that a fir;'extitlguisher will later be hung on the wall. In 

plannihg consideration shQuld be givell:~~"i)erson o~ wheel chair or on crutches, which 
!( ~ .. \. . .l,.~ .,' i'~< ... ~, 

will require extra width. A pe~son should riot have to step aside or around against a wall 

to let kother person to pass. To redu~et9-~¥ll~mvness Q( corridors or obstruction within ' 
t • , ,.1'Jt.;,,'·"i;'-'~~;,-" ",.~;: fl;.~,!j " .'j t, : 

the cO~Tidors quest room doors are re~~~s~~~,Mt,t~ eac~ ro?m. This also create 'a sense of 

privacy andindividuaUy and provide fre~,ijq~,,~Wn the ar~a mark for 

Free nlovem~t. " . . ;;.le~'~;!~: . . .. 
, :;;\ t: &';,¥:;~ltll\.~~' : 

In the laying out of corridor may doors sh9uldli~'not be placed directly adjacent to comers 
:' • • ." '1' n.:,:~· t~~~f '.:~. ~i\'~.'~:~?;J\~ f'" ~ . 

where.hall way joints with another pall: orpJ,~r~lx turns around a comers. Door should be 
? ' ;' ,"~" '~,!,' ")f~-t:V!;l,,}i';"!'4,' :: "'.; . '~ 

at least five feet from the comer or more~. ", 

It may: not look very important but lightmg,Ht corridors greatly enhances circulation ill 
; \' '1:;' , '., .',' v 

Hotel con-idors. This help to make n~~~t~,of.doors visible and also gives the guest a 
j v 

sense of comfort and always create atp.bi;m~ttf>fpospitality. During the day Natural light 
~ , :t ~,"~' ~-"<~, ;,\~ :' , .. . 

should, come from the end of the com~of,~., !m-(t~ust be, treated so as to prevent glare to; 
t ' <> :(';~~ ,,-~' %''':' , ,. .,.: • 

blind ~eople who are facing the bri~~4~!lPll~t{;>lfLi&htin& ffo,m sun light should not tend 
r ," -<I- - ". ' 

to contrast with the less light as lighting also,pl~ys,important part in circulation in making 
1 'j"i".'1_:'.~',,~ <-;~,,:,'}~"i,~~,y~ \:." . J~;" 

corridqrs seem more interesting andl~sss~R\1e~,out~ 
. '. ",.f; _; 'f-.':; 1" ~,' \, 

, # 

3.6 STAmCASE AND ELEYATORPLANNING. 

Th~ primary purpose of stairs and eleration to provide change of elevation within a 
I' ,', ": 

bui~dillg. . . , 



If ... 

So! there should be strategically locat~~ at position that is immediately visible and, 
i . . " '-"". ' t 

acdessible 
, ' I 

Either from entrance of hotel room and service areas 
I 

in 

I 
iiD 

I , 

circumstance should service~~s be used by guest therefore it should be 

located that guest cannot fIaye a~~ess' to it, to prevent inteJ.mfugling of ~J 
, ~ t- f "', 

circulation. It should also. be . noted that window located at'service stair 
. ';'~1: :~;~;'f .' ):f~·i? . 

case lending are vulnerable when furnishing and other service equipment· 

are being manipulated within 1~, the landing therefore such should be 

. eliminated in service window.': ~ 
" 

Service stair case should b~. dkected to open to service space for the 

coordination ,of all service.' 
, . .... I 

Escape stair route:- Are stairs basically design for emergency purposes 
~I ';:" t ;: . 

and therefore they rarely .used.;' ~ fhese are the. most rarely used stairs and , 
therefore they are sometime. plaDned in conjunction with public stairs", , . 

",)n' 
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which should not be so. !n liotel staircases should be located at strategic 
:\1[ \~[ , 

( location to facilitate the quic~kaQ.d ,easy movement of guest and staff in such 
,I "_ " " !..irf~·8:;: ~.~wr:,<-~_';'·~~- :~~., Q~ , 

of emergency. It is ,tl}erefore ~deal to locate such staircases at secluded 
',' ,,£:-,,'<.1 ,,; , 

areas away from normal r.9IT.'?1¥ation route leading outside the building . 
• ' ',-r' ;>·:~'r~·:,,,,~"~'D,1::~~~.' . ,.,,, 

Escape route sho~d\n~t\~,~4J9;,R!lif~p.cl,0~,e:but outside the main building. 
, .""~J!i<V,~,,,-,,!~/}I. ~L "" , . 

Also for e~ectivene~~(;e,~~~~~~~.~~\~( travel 4is,t~ce should be minimized and 

adequate eXit shoul~~e,prqXid,~~.Users shquld not require charging many 
; >""~>;;~'.- t,~t~R\\ '1:' ~,' ~\1<~'}, it" . ! ~ I • 

directions, as continuity is n.l()s~ advi~able. , 
" 1." ,', .' 1,"~;\~ ~:~4,?,,:, ~,' -l. 

( 

In conclusion all stairways provided shoU!~L be non-slip stair head -with appropriate 
t '" ):': :::,-::; ll:,~~;i\~ J. '; ',' '." t 

handrails balcony and stair guard.' Adequat~jllumination including emergency lighting 
;1 _"'.: " 

should be provided. 
1 

3.6.2ELEV ATORS 

Except for one and two storey hotel building elevator are necessary means of vertical 
; ; i 1 ,_, 

circula~ion to take guest and staff to upper floors it is important to properly consider them 

in circulation planning from lobbies or se~ceareas to guest room's floor to create 

proper ambience in lobbies. 

Like s~ cases elevators are classified under s~rvice and guest elevators and they should 
, 'C. : . 

be separated in use, location apd size. 

In locatfng guest elevator, circulation system will be duly considered to reduce walking' 

distance by any guest to the minimum. ',Therefore for. efficiency it is advisable that 
,,' " 

elevator: should be centrally located. 19~-;' p.t,nnber, 'size l and speed of elevator are 
',:;1'~j;"<'.A,A,'<',"' J > 

determined by the size and type of hotel 8.ll4. the number of people that are expected to 
., .:~" ~. ~JI ' 

use the elevators at peak hours .. Larger cony~ntional hotels require fast, larger, and more 
:?:~:':;::~27~' . ,'. " 

'0 



• ., 

, 
1 
( 

elevJtors and should be centrally located and accessible from the main lobbies. Elevators 
• ; • T ,"' .,,' ·"\;;{:~:flf: . .:. it', ' ~ 

that fould accollnnodate twelve people"at,~;,time are convenie1lt for conventional hotel 
1 . '~):><'£',:',~~:(,;).t' ~ . ' 

with ;above four hundred rooins. " (!;«.,':!":';:, 
1 " 'T 

\ 
I 

Service elevator is '\lsually located at the,J)~C~ hou~e areas and are mostly used by hotel 
.~ \ ..,,]:, " "\ ~< ~~" > .~ , • , 

staffJ Consideration ·should be given to~,~p:aJ.rposes oftbeir uses. Usually close to the 
I :' ;~tlt1~~9'~\ 'tt ;,; . I .. 

kitchen, laundry and house ,keeping 'for effective services and transportation of 
oJ~'I' "'. • < • 'I ~ 

equipment and other material for the of the guest. Service elevators are usually 
1 ',' 

larger than guest elevator for the maneuv~ring of cart use for service. 
,,', ,M·j,' , ' 

. ~:, .. ~ ,~" 

, 
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200 FPM 

i 
20 NUMBER ABOVE CURVE INDICATES FLOOR 

POPULATION FOR SIZING 2000 LB, 10 
, PERSON CAPACITY CARS 

(26 PARENTHESIS INDICATES SAME AT 2500 
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!" 

'6 " 20 ......... ·;24 28 

NUMBER OF STORIFl>':r;:.. . .. 

NUMBER OF ELEVATORS,\REQUIRED . 
~ " "·'.l::~.~?"\i:,j~~::,'~!~r' . 

4J. De ChIara and J. H. Cnnender, Tlme-Savs, Standards· 
lor Building Types, McGraw-Hln Book Company, New Yor1l, 
1973, p. 83. 

'. 

!J. De Chiara and J. H. Canender, Tlme·Saver Standards 
lor Building Types, McGraw·Hln Book New Yor1l., . 
1900, p. 71. 
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CHAPTER FOUR CASE STUDY 

4 O. CASE STUDY 

Case studies are method of investigation' for research purpose in order to discover 
:l ~i 

, . 
probleins associated with planning, desigt!, and consultation of existinR structures with 

1 

similar function t~ a proposed design project: 

This chapter will be analyzing the technical' problem associated with planning and design 
- .' . ," " ",~" -

of hotel basically for the purpose of findipg',,'§o,lution where available . and also avoiding 
, '~m~ 

such technical .. problem in order to produce ' .. ~ PJo.posed design that will technically sound. 
: ':~',':::~;~.{~;.'~ \ .. '" : . 

Case Studies were taken from existing. Hotel,. from different part of tlie country and 
) : " ~,';'.t:>1'\';"~'~ , I 

abroad as guide. Selection of these hotels for,c~e study where based on the following: 

1. Modem international hotel where chosen for comparison purpose in other to 
. i 

'. I 

find solution of problem.. a~,sociated with planning construction and 

technical fault, which provi:de::luxury, services in the Hotel industry. 
, .~, . 1,! .' ~"i ~ ft,' 

. . 

11. Hotel complex situated in anoyerc~owded populated city in order to create 

maximum benefit to the city';in terms of accessibiHty accommodation out 

door activities and circulation within the complex in emergency situation. 

iii Hotel in specific climatic. regton for' consideration m design and 

construction especially as regarq to thecotrtfort of users. 

iv. Hotel that have clearly. revealed. the necessity of a well-defined and 
\' :>" \'·i,J:Y:r,.:li'-~'11j. 

articulate service circulation. 
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v. Hotel where design place importance on both luxurY and aesthetics 

in unison. " " '1 '( 

; .: " 

4.1. ; CASE STUDY ONE -AHUJA SHERATON HOTEL 

The Abuja Sheraton Hotel is, located inWuse zone four of the federal capital territory, 
;- ~:.',,', " ,;.:.' " 

close to the city shopping center. It is atypical conventional hotel managed by Sheraton 

Hotel cooperation worldwide.' 

, ofi 

,4.1.1' PLANNING CONCEPT 

: "1' : {,f,! i," :1:~~{' , : < 

It covers a considerably large landmass because of the availability .of landed properties. It 
~ ,\! ',\ "{~:~F ~"\:'~~~i.~:;:~~.~ f ~ <' ' 

was planned to accommodate different f~~W.ties and make provision for six hundred and 
~ 't ~ ,~:~. ) \ ~';~i:t~t~ff}\;ff::~~:'~~~' ,,' ;:', t. - '- , ; ~. ~ \ ' ' • 

sixty ~ix guest rooms. The Hotel' coriiple~i!cJj~' three towers and each of the towers has 
~ , ." ~ ,; ; t'~, f\ :1::t .• ;- *tra~:~~li~~~~:·;·t·'1i·'~·'1<" . ~ : ,,:' ;' , 

different number of floors. Restaurant aIi([bars are located at different parts of complex 
• j (, ,<",t~{:i-:~,~~,;h~~r:.~~~\;:· ' • r' ' 

for easy accessibility.' Swimming pool ~(otherrecreational activities are provided to 
< • f '~: "" .',,' :~~'~ 

,enhanhe the leisure activities of the Hci~~{;<" Becau~e of its location which is Close to ! ' .. ' ;,' ~ 

Abuja shopping complex business facilities to enh~ce the conifortability of the guest. 0J 

/ 

4.1.2' ARCHITECTURE, " 
", , " 

,~.:,:ti~. ~y:~~~~:f:,~ 

advantage of the orientation and climatic condition of the area. 
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,.: 

Special care has been takel! by the dev;e~9per, tp#.,ensure high standard of quality material 
J: " ;" '. ;', ,,"\, 'f oi,.- \1" '~f: ',~~:;:: '~:c ~':, ;,1:. ~_."" ~ ", . 

and fniishes that befits an international hotel. Unity in design, integration of culture' and 
l " , 

arts, a~ well as balance dry and wet season facilities are well coordinated and proVided. 
~ • ¥ '- :' ~ ; , , ~ 

The introduction of, the courtyard" systelIJ.' is one of the integration of sub - Saharan 
. ',,' ,~" ~;.-~:.' ,;' t~-*J:)~~ ~ 

cultur8;1 architecture that helps in, providing' cross ventilation 'and given it a natural 
; ~", '., ';L~:"1 ;\f_\:h!1",r-:"'~l\~ '" " '. 

enclostrre. To this effect the design of the hotel took cognizance of the weather and 
. I ; -~ ,i." \.., { 1 

cultur~ of the ,people to meet with the intem~tional style, which is very commendable. 
< t",. '" _. .' ~ 

4.1.3; MERITS 
( 

. ( 
1. ;' 

11. 

iii; 
J, 

iv; 

'1 

Provision of standard facilities .that will adequately satisfy client need. 
, : ',f, ~/' v, ,;,>'Jt~1t:!t~.li,~.~~;~"~~.'~:~~;. * 1\ '.; 

Well planned layput that ~~countfor good circulation within the complex. 
, " "~, ,." iq-·~-~fJ'/!::~c~li;W'·~~~~t{~{'~~~,tf~-~',i!'~'-,·, 'f " ~: ~ " 

Centrally located within the city,thereby easily accessible to its users. ' 
, "~·,~:·,~,1f~~1~~:~~~5~t\1l"~·::( ;,," . 

Integration of Intemaf!oqaJ,(iAfrlcan, Architecture with modem planning 
t '" f~\({$;~.'~~~~~~i:~f" ,t~~Jt\g;1- ~, . "~ •. ~ , 

technique and construction is commendable. 
1', if~~:~.:f~;' Ifft: .. ~i~~~:'~~~;t~iL' " . 

Use of light mat~ti.a,l; for 'p8.[t,i~?~!ed!lceweighton foundation~ 
.. ' .~' r,~' v" l. ~'f'f~r, ·~·~~f;.\!:'1;f'W~t~\ :~!f~><~ ~; ,';" ~: '1 ~ • 

Well planned Aesthetic 'of the,~~cture make the building'look ~ttractive. ' 
: ',". ~ "~'~rl~~t~i1~,~:t'~Jy,'i:,Y _ ' ' ,~ 

Good Landscapm· g. .. Y"' ~"" " 
": "':,'>"·t. l ,, 

DEMERITS 

The guest lift is not well located ' ' 
.J'( ; 

No privacy for rooms along the;.c()rridors.' 
·1" ~ '" l\i«,;~,;.:,';,)t't·~~fJ;, " < < 

Parking spaces is not properly located ," 
),·f(' ~q~\k"'+~r,~.~,[" " 

Very small swimming pool con:ip3.r~d to the size of the Hotel. : 
~ ~ '"", ", ~ '~Ji'~:~ .;.~~,';~'~~~~:i~:t~~ t' , 
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Hu;tQrl(f~L~l;Jl'(Jlmo mat~li itt Victoria Island Lagos. It 
t~'\;>,~ :'i;·~~:i..:): ,. . 

" " ,', 4~~~i~~r;~i~i~~'~lt~i1a(mn81, ;,~~~a in Victoria Island, a ~ee 
minutes drive away from the 'C]' .U ... U ..... >J,4. AL''',",,''':,LL about forty-five kil<?meter from 

i ". \ ,\' 
the International Airport .' •.. "~"--:'J~ 

I ' , 
1 . " " 

mov¢ment of, Guest to and fro 
1 

, 

Eko Hotel is a conventional hotei, • ' with tourist Hotels. Built 
i ' ~ ( -;~;'~ {tf ~'1tt~$; ~ ~ , 

.. 

beside the sea, which provide , scepery to its guests. The Hotel 
;: . ,"':- ;.(~f:JJ'.~', '. ,;' ;>",1 ;"'. ' "'~' 

complex is a well-planned lay()utwitJt,attra~t1Ve landscape, which is used to control 
{ . '. ,,:~:,'. ~:~4r:~}~:~?:~!;?"'~:~ t· 

exteJ.?lal circulation system. The faci1~~t?~;: wNch include, 427 rooms and suite in four 
, } , ", Y',/~:4'r;"·'~~;>.·":'_,, " 
categories, four banquet halls and six Il'!~~,ting:,rooms of .various sizes. Because of its 

~ . ,·:-~,/j:':1~~:_.1::;:;' t::':« : '. " l' > 

close,ness to the sea tourist ability tbe,HQt~lJ~.desig'n to serye dual purpose. Out door 
t ' : '~', -'~~(';ir®lJ~~t~t~l~fi~~1:-' '. ,~, ' l, " • f 

facilities are ,carefully planned fOf res<?J1.: Puwoses with the provision of art gallery for 
:, 1 ~~<f~.~:Jt,ik,t~~!J,h;.J:·if. '::~i[;i_;i ' i., 

exhibition and sale of artifact.' ~1(')'~::''''··wl:~.,.~, ;", . • . . ' 

" 4.2.2 J ARCHITECTURE 

I 
f +, 

The ~tiucture is made up of massive ,reinforced concrete located. close to the sea is 
, I ~, ' .~ 

designed to serve dual purpose. The. rooYls . are designed in such manner that visitors 
~ ,,~ ~ ·.'i~,'· .;~'.~~"'~\, .:,;,'<-' ,.' •. 

and guest could have an out view of t4e .oce~.r The design and,Architecture bas being 
\ ; ,', ,:~,:;~':;~1,'4:<;';~P-'". \' . 

influenced mostly by the French deSign, culture. 
~ i ' " , 



MERITS 

Located close to the .be~ch tlieref()re gives it a good sCene guest. 
'.~ ~;"'(::~~~\t;~-~~:'~,'.,,,:t\f r"f,,~;~;,,'~ , :-'."j. ,,~. " 

fv 
J 

, 
\ 

1 
Vi 

IV 

Though a conventional ,~g~~~i:,,~hich .is 10cat~d in the mist' of the central 
.-~« ,: ;,,<1<-!';'\\k':~' ,·',::.~··,,~c:: >!.' , 1 

Business district and ni:sidentialarea and also close to the sea it serve as a 
~.~'~~~·.:f~ -~·t~,;:~,/ . ,. \.~, :"f,; i . . 

dual purpose hotel.;' '" }r 
~'" i'",'4J,i"~t' 

Has a well pl~~ed".,·~! ':0' "attractive which enhance the 

aesthetics of the buiJtn~~~i.!i;l,~t;~' 
The introducti(}n of ~lop'~:~;fu.:,:t4~:J~dscaping and provision' of adequate 

. . /~~~,~1~~}?~:i~~~*~~:r~~V$~~~~r~:~~' ,"::,.\t.~: ,~ -', ',:: '" . 

drainage faci1itie~~~~lt"S I 'e; 'i' !e.~ of water erosion within the sea. 
. Jd':1..!1I!,·'jljJ':1i ,i"',:"',' "'1" 

Good construction';Cim'~t '" ,"!)hes '.' and . well planned lobbies and 
,'- ';J'1>',;'''~:'~;~:{ , ,1'" , • ~' 

corridors within the guest bedr()Q:gIs.·;'~ , 1 , 
. ,", ';,:¥;~(>~;li~~1W:~~t~,~;i~~,;:4;;;'i ' I. ' , ' 

Market shop restaurant an~rclubs, af()Und the ,Hotel so there is no shortage 
~fthings to do or see. ""¥;;! ;"'.,' :''1'' ' 

• ., 

DEMERITS .. 
, . 

" . 

1. 
I 

The traffic rou,e around~~h,~2!~!)s not weU planned therefore creating 
';, .,~ / ·")~~>j~f;~it;,tf!;;·\ " ' 

unpleasant traffic hold up arOtm4J:lOtelcomplex. 
. ',\', ,) " ":::£":)\i~~~{;·i~\f,:'~\tb>~' >'.. ". 

11. 
; 
! 

45 km away from the airport make it inconvenient to visitors on short time 
,.~!',.,\: :~~N;~'~i:::'\~~l:~:::" 1., .-. 

business trip to Lagos who wisbJo lodge in such hotel. ' 
, ,if; U~J,r.~f ' " 
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CASE STUDY THREE 

NICON HILTON ABUJA 

":Nic011 Hilton Hotel complex is situated at Wus~ 11/\buja; close to business district and 
. . , ' 

residential area. Nicon Hilton hotel is a conventional which covers' a considerable large 
, ("":. ' 

,ai'ea of landmass of guinea savanna.' " 

43.1PIJANNING CONCEPT 

tt C~vl~tsa 'considerable large area with well-plaoo,ed lan~scape ~d a botanical park' for 

.' ku~st waling within the complex. . The mainJlotel building is planned basically to have 
'./'.!·.1 ..' ,'. ',.. '.' ' , 

... pu:ee livin~ of about 1020-guest suite. Conventional halls and meeting are separated 

'yo Jrom the main building to cheqk overcrowd ness during peak hours. Recreational .. 
facilities ru;e adequately provided for in a secluded,area.that provides sporting and relax 

. ellv;ironment for it guest. 

A~CHITECTURE 

\ 

The aesthetics of the structure on site are.very impressive. : Structures are made of . ' , 

prefabricat~d component of prestressed reinforced concrete. The most conspicuous thing 

about the Architecture is the dominant Archltec~al form ,adapted reduces the effect of 
I l' ., 

"!::.'l :::n.d. mind effect on the building: The constructions are made of concrete. component, 

"'lhichare:djsmountable. Also unique is the finishing material for internal ~ecoration, 
• I • 

which are :mostIy made of marble. Services provided for waste disposal, air-conditioning 
'oN } ", , ." , 'f' i 

", i'cfuge disposalare centrally planned usmg the most modem planning tecqruque .. 
" ~ . 

.. 
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MERIT 

\ ,,-' The. Hotel hns vety good and weU;planned ext{~mal circulation .system with 
~ i ':" ,_ 

l) ·.··,adequate parking spaces. . :':':,~,:,:ll':}Hf 
,,,,) "l-" 

11 
ii 
; 

111. 

Goodacc,essibility and adequ~f~:facilities are provided for guest. 

G~)Od planning of lobby ar~~,t!i~h!~', ~~~(-descriptive 
. ,. ·":"'S':f '1' ~ 

Material for fini&l~es·. are '1i~~~t~m:able; and: attractive giving the hotel 
.,,~,_ ,- ' "'~: '. ~,:\:' "!(IIl'i' " f 

outlook of the hotel pe~~~~~ '. wm~d. ~. , 
, ' 

Pr~)Vision of, fanatic ! t~~s.,~~~, 
" ,-' ~ ': " '~(~?~,'~~~~'::'/.~" ~. 

garden· that encourage 

strolling and attracts touri,ststJ.;;f](~>: .,"; •. 
:' 0",' '; ;,,' .,': ~. ,/' '.'," ';" '::, 

;1,.'\,!:;~!,'~:g~Si{)' . 

DEMERITS, 
~'- " I", ,,, 

x \.1, ;_. ~i~,,: ;~~nl!~J~ .. ~~!' 1,' 

Natural ~entiiation not a~eq~a~e ~'~~~e roo~ apd restaurant. 

Insufficient natural lighting in corri(iors. 
" " '. 

'. ~' .. 
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_!I!I[III.~-I!IIIIII"'-"'~~-~-;P""'V"''I,,r,'', ';j;'",F;~,;~\~j~~~,; ' .• 
.. .'~' "', .. , 

" ' 

CASE StUD~ FlOUR >::,':,; " 
, '-, . ~ ~ f.' .f, , '.' '." 

'V'ESTIN HOTEL PROVIDENCE llHODE ISLAND 
",:, ;;1~:\'4':;i\~il,:.:, , 

. Tbc\Hotei is a pmeiy conventional Il~~j;lII'!"e city, which is now social gathering point 

, in Hie city. Brit'fr~m its di~tinctive~y~t:ti~~~l~ e~terior to its gracious lobby and elegant 
\ "0 , ... ~.:~ .'/?T.i:T:::; :c'$:~~l;,::~~.l' . . 

suites the hotel meets all cntelia for a conventional 'hotel. Since the hotel is located at the 
1 t~ ~' ',', :" .. "'t:\l; , 

f,~ . "",! .•. >~ ."';;'::~,':',. '~":;:!~-:~'< . 

upper end of the Market Square and irav~iers~,the rooms had to meet the demand of both. 

: ' " ~i:Jjt~\('f~?~~ 
I , ' ,,', ' "', ',~ " , ' 

The l;Iptel provides its guest with residen,ijalc()mfort, entertairunent 'centric and complete 
~. • '1'::\'" .';? :~ ," . _ '. . 

husin~ss.am~nities; With its natural~li~t:~d plants the recreational are provided with 
_, ~, '. ';'. . "')' . ;·:·i.~\';~\.·l". ", :.' '. 

;:s~oc~,~!ted facilities such as swimming pool,' ~a~as, ,whirlpool, and a well equip Gym. 
'" :j:~i:~1~:'" . " 

, I 

I . .' 

MERIT' 

'The decision to include a;' fine ; dinning restaurant stops a trend toward 

eliminating high end etbmcs in mM size hotels. 

~i The intricate design of thec8!Pet, the lighting and the' floor and wall 
l- ' , ".i' : I 

finished which juxtaposed with more pedestrian space give traveling in the 

corridor more pleasant. ' 
.... 

The open space flow ofthelobbyt'tnaximize :operat~r's ability to handle 111 

overflow during peak demand; . 

, " 

, r' 
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'DEMERIT 

1 No adequate parking spaces for vt?1¥cles 

11 Located in the mist of business centre thereby providing insufficient 

meeting space to service the toWn, 

.: 111, The design does not give room" .for.external .aesthetic of building which 

makes maintenance more difficult. 

4.5 CASE STUDY FIVE: I(w ARA HOTEL ILORIN 

l,-otated in the heart of Kwara State capital, The Hotel complex is built on ideas for 
, ;- I c " .. . . k h COll1:erences semmars trammg wor sops. 

4.5.1 ARCHITECTURE 

Set in the bea?tiful expanse of savanna environment~ These masses of reinforce concrete 

structure offers guest opportunities for active ,and passive recreation in addition to good 

feeding facilities. 

The rooms are designed in such a way that visitors and guest can have an outside view of 
i 

i the city and recreational activities through the window. Notable facilities provided in the 
I 

01 

hotel include: '~ 

Suites for One Hundred and seventy Nine Guest. 

Standard Football Field 

Olympic size Swimming Pool 

Discotheque 
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Business centre 

Barbecue 

4.5.2 MERITS 
. i The hotel complex is located in such a way that make accessibility an easy 

thing from any part of the town, including the neighboring towns. 

11. provision' of a well-articulated business centre and courier service makes it 
• I 

a delight for business travelers to stay. 

111 Its unique setting in a meticulously maintained environment make it a 

tourist attraction itself. 
111. provision of various facilities for sporting activating relaxation and night 

club make guest entertainment opportunity high. 

DEMERIT 

1 The siting of its entertainment centre right in front of the reception is a 

misplacement. . 
11 The parking lot is not well planned thereby making traffic congestion a 

permanent occurrence during important functions. 

111 Entrance lobby is too small, reception area is always jam-packed dUring 

any function at the centre making'it difficult to distinguish betWeen guest 

and fun seekers. 
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CHAPTER FIVE DATA COLLECTION 

CLIMATE CONDITIONS 

The climate condition in W arri is typical of the Niger Delta region of Nigeria with a 

mean annual rainfall of above 200 inch. The rainy season begins in the middle of 

February and last ,till November. Otherwise it can be said the rain in warri comes 

mostly throughout the year with the exception of the few weeks of hamattern, which is 

very common with other part of the Niger Delta region of Nigeria. In warri the heaviest 

rainfall is experienced in September but a slight break occurs for a~out two weeks in 

August giving rise to a this maximal regime in which the raimest months are July and 

September. 

Excepting the region of the mangrove swamp where trees grow only close to the bank 

of the creek. The whole Warri is covered w~th dense vegetation.. Extensive f~rest 

tracks in which oil palm and rubber tree are the predominant species occurs in the North 

of the mangrove swamp. 

5 .2 TEMPERATURE 

Temperature conditions in Warri are similarto that allover the Niger Delta region ihe 

days are usually hot and suimy with high humidity due to high cloud formation. The 

hottest months are February and March when,th~ mean annual temperature is about 80 

F (33 C). Heavy rain clouds, which may remain unbroken for weeks, have the effect of 

lowering the day temperature for June, J~ly, August and September. 
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influence of the North-East trade wind (harmattan) is not severe in Warri and last 

for only some few weeks in December and January but is responsible for a lower 

temperature that last during this period. The harmattan period is said to be the coolest 

month in Warri. 

:3 HUMIDITY 

The relative humidity remains high all through the year with the exception of the short 

:harmatlan period, which is usually dry. Humidity averages over Eighty percent in Warri, 

which is higher· during the peak of the rainy season. Month with highest relative 

i humidity lre April, May, June, July, and September. 

5.4 GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHY 

Warri is a part of the Delta structural basin in which three major sedimentary cycles have 

occurred since the early cretaceous. The sub surface stratigraphic units of Warri is 

associated with the cycles of Benin, Agbada and Akata formation. . The Benin formation 

is about 1800 meter in depth and consists of loose and unconsolidated sand. These is 

little hydrocarbon associated with it the underlying Agbada formation which consists of 

sandstone and shale is however rich in hydrocarbon. It is about 304 meters deep and is 

underlain by the Akata formation. 

", 

The entire Warri region is built up by the sedimentation of the Niger Delta and it consists 

of various stages of development. Three major hypsographic units are identifiable within 

it. The first, the fresh water swamp is the most active area in Warri and is located close 

to the River Niger where annual flooding' and dei>osition occurs up to forty-five kilometer 
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from the river .course. 'The second unit is the mangrove swamp described as the 

intennediate delta stage. It is much lower land; great proportion of it is brackish. The 

Third hypsographic unit is the upland and swamp area, which is also called the coastal 

plain. It lies between the flood plain and the Benin lowland. The swamps are more 

restricted by broad drainage channels created when this area was an active delta. 

The three types of soil that is conunon to the .Niger delta region are mostly. found in 

warri. They consist of alluvial soil on marine deposits along with coast, alluvial and 

hydromorphic soil on'marine lacustrine deposit and the feral soil on loose sandy sediment 

in the dry land area. The feral soils are usually yellowish 'in colour unlike the other types, 

which are usually white. 

5.5 SOCIO CULTURAL LIFE 

Warri is one of the most important commercial cities in Delta-State, and it comprises of 3 

major ethnic groups, Urhobo, Ijaw and Itsekiri. Although because of ' it commercial 

significance ,which have attract many other people from far and near making ethnic 

significance of little effect to the city. 

However, the ethnic groups speaks corresponding langu~gesand have' so many things in ' 

common; their system of traditional admiriistration are very identical mere mode of dress 

and art aid craft work are also. similar . . ~ 

There is freedom pf worship and religious tolerance in the city where they are adherent to 

traditional and Christian religion. In Warri the social life is high and people especially 

youth enjoy making and listening to music, which is predominant in all the ceremonies. 
, " 

Being so lively, dancing cannot be rule out because many religious, cultural and social 

moods are expressed thus. Ce1ebration:in·'Warri attracts indigene.s and non-indigenes at 
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specific times in the. year usually between March and December. The celebration offers 

occasion for reunion of family members, fri.end corporate bodies, business partners, as 

well as well wisher from far and near. 

The thriving industrial and commercial activities in the past growing city which have 

attracted people from other part of the country and the world. The nightlife of the city 

has taken a new tum to be very active socially. Restaurants, Guest inns, Bars and 

casinos have established throughout the city by private individuals. 

Most of the tourist attractions in and around Warri are derived from its socio economic 

character tics. The tourist attraction derived from the physical characteristic are few and 

are being overshadow by commercial activities making it insignificant to the people and 

less attention are paid to them. 

5.6 ECONOMY AND COMMERCE 

\ 

Warri is the operating city of all multi-national and national oil companies in the western 

block of the country and that has been the source ·of it economi~ and commercial strength 

over the years. Petroleum, which occurs in all area of Delta State, is the major. energy 

source in Nigeria and has been the bedrock of the eco~omy. 

Although other mineral sU9h as Ignite and silica sand .occurs in different lithological 

formation and along the beds of river and stream in the delta region of the state. They are 

largely untapped. However, in recent years there have been a tremendous efforts tap into 

this by the establishment of Delta Glass Company. Also the state Government is making 

effort to create a conducive investment climate to promote the economy, which can give 

financial, backing to Hotel business. 
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Also of notable importance in the economy and commercial activities in Warri is the 

agro industTial sector which include processing of raw material for production, farming 

fishing, collecting and processing of palm, rubber and f-tvits. Cassava is a major crop 

grown for both food and cash c~op and for the p~ose of industrial starch. Rubber typing 

and processing is important to the economic activities as it provides job for many peasant 

farmers and also an important cash crop used for the production of rubber. About fifty 

five percent of land UIlder cultivation in 1989 was cropped with rubber tree plantation. 

On the basis of its location, relatively close to the,sea make it important for international 

trade. Trading and transportation have been blooming by reason of it rising population 

and other economic booster. Warri also being among the major commercial cities in the 

Niger Delta area is enjoying the development programme of the Federal Governnient, 

which has boost economic activity in the area of small and medium industries . 

5.7 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

To understand the population size, structure, and density in Warri, the growth trend of 

Delta State population of which Warri is the major commercial city would be examined. 

In 1963 census, Delta State had a population of 883,651 and by 1963 the population of 

the state had increased to 1,456,541. There was a further rise of the population of Delta 

State in 1991 to 2,570,181 persons made up of 1,273,200 males arid 1,296,974 females 

with a projected increase at 2;4% per annum. 

, , 

Recent population distribution of Delta has shown that warri is among the most densely 

popUlated region in the state with a population ratio of over 300 per square kilometer. 
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This population growth has been mainly die to migration from rural areas and 

neighbouring state for commercial or economic reasons. 

It was projected that warri metropolis comprising of three local governments have a 

population of over 600,000 people with an implicit annual growth rate of6.1%. 

5.8 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC FLOW 

Transportation in and out of warri has been by. three major means - Air, Sea and Road. 

Road and water transport have been the common means of transport in warri. 

1 

Traffic flow in Warri Township has been vel)' poor due to poor planning and neglect by 
'"\ ..... ' . 

the government and people of the state. This has also become worse by the increase in 

commercial activities and presence of many multinational compames without 
c 

consideration of enhancing the traffic flow system. 

However, plans are on the way for road expansion and construction of more roads in 

Warri to ease traffic flow in and around the city. 

Warri is bound by one major river (Warri River) and several inland creeks 'branching 

from the river forming the wate:.:ways. This has made it a possible way to reach 

communities in the coastal area 'around Warri for trading and commercial activities. 

An Airstrip in Warri is the only means of air transport, although a new Airport have just 

been constructed to boost this means of transport system, which is becoming vel)' 

: common due to increase in commercial actiVity and the importance of the city to national 

economy. 
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EXISTING LAND USE AND FUTURE TREND 

Warri -is a highly commercial city due to the presence of oil exploration and refining 

companies which has attracted a lot of job seek and business men and women. In recent 

years, there has been an increase in the establishment of new commercial companies, 

banks, oil selvicing companies, and engineering and maritime companies in 'the city. 

This has resulted to, high rate of migration from both rural and· other urban cities. Land 

use system of the city is base on the activities, which is common to the inhabitant which 

mostly commercial and industrial activities. Warri like other Nigerian old cities was not 

well planned causing improper land use, poor zoning of the city, poor road network and 

unguided existing of building structure. 

However, with the new move of development and attention from the federal government 

~ and the international community toward the development of the Niger Delta, which Warri 

.. is a major city, there has been a proposed physical development plan. This will 

necessitate better road network system, provision of social amenities and provide 
~, "'." ~ -.. -

recreational facilities to enhance social and, commercial activities that will befit a 

commercial city with large population 
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\ . CHAPTER SIX SITE ANALYSIS 

Site analysis is an integral part of pre-design analysis, which involves aU physical, 

ecological climate, geological and infrastructural analysis of the site. A pre-knowledge 

of the site factor wiJI create possible constraint for good planning and design to suite the 

site that may have a sense of place in function, stability and aesthetics. The site climate 

and physical structure is detemlined by respective variable, which should provide design 

guidelines for the layout, orientation and treatment of spaces shade, shape and height of 

building as well as house form. 

, 6.1 LOCATION OF SIZE 
.. 

The site for the proposed Hotel is located at the o~tskirt' of Warri metropolis close to the 

vehicular entrance into the city through Porthacourt. The site belongs to the federal 

government and was marked for recreational purpose for the city. Located close to the 

Petroleum Training Institute and the new airport being constructed to serve the city. The 

site can be accessed through the dual carriage expressway, which runs round the city 

linking the entire major industrial and commercial centre in the city begirullng from the 

Delta Steel Company to the Nigerian Port Authority. The location of the proposed hotel 
;'~ 

become more ideal as more'industries within the city are now relocating to the outskirt to 

ease their operational activities in the city ... ~hich is now over crowded. Also the 

construction of the airport and its closeness to the Benin-Warri and Porthacourt-Warri 

road makes it easy for visitors coming tp Warri for business and other purpose to locate . 

This location will also be ideal as it will be free from traffic congestion within the city . 
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CRITERIA FOR SITE SELECTION 

The criteria for me selection of site for a particular type of development is determined by 

me function, accessibility, design consideration and relationship to the society within 

which is located. It could be individual or large project e.g. An international hotel should 

be in relation to me economy and socio cultural development to the city. Aesthetic is 

also a major considerable factor on site selection whemer to accentuate the design space 

with me terrain and topography or remove incongent feature to create a pleasing 

environment. In the selection of me site for hotel development, me following criteria 

i) A quiet open land area wim busy traffic system to provide high were adopted. 

ii) 

accessibility to the city for intent and intra sector travel. 

A site structure focnsing on me business sector ?f me city where leisure can 

be achieve to tamper harsh living condition of visitor and resident of me 

city. 
iii) A secluded site out side me city where land is cheap and plentiful to aid 

effective circulation and expansion and provide better comfort for it staff 

iv) A self-advertising site is necessary since identity .and sense of place is 

characterized by this kind of project. 
v) A good network of pnblic ntilities respecting existing pattero. 

vi) A liner transportation system consisting of parallel transit corridors fonning 

an intersecting dentral conunercial spine. 

and visitors. 
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SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

On the analysis of the site, inventories are taken in other to involve physical and climatic 

factor to provide guidelines for layout for the design and construction. The soil type 

prevalent on site is characterized as' sand soil, which has a good workability for 

construction purposes. The type of soil determines the type of foundation to be 

employed, the draina&e system at ground" and smface level. The land from has a 

relatively flat terrain' with marsh soil toward the southeast of the site, which will 

determine the direction of drainage flow. This will also determine the type of foundation 

construction methods to be employed on site whether to cut and fill or step the 

foundation. 

The vegetative topography of the site is observed to be mainly cultivated by illegal tenant 

for a living. While a large area is made up of thick secondary growth, there are some 

sparing canopies of trees crops of rubber and palm trees at the northern part of the site . 
• 

The micro climatic factors plays a significant part.in the passive and active system of 

design these factors include the air temperature relative hwnidity, air velocity and soil 

temperature which affect the planning consideration, construction method, building size, 

height and most importantly the thennal comfort of the inhabitant of the structure. 

As analyzed the using of the sun in the site is from the southeast of the site and set at the 

northwest with a strong overhe{ld sunshine at about 12 noons to 2pm. The air 

temperature of the site is relatively low and low rel,~tive humidity as compared to other 
~ " , 

part of the city due to the presence of trees in the site. It is important to .consideration the 

orientation of building in the site in other to haye ,?sual satisfaction though the site is in a 

secluded part of the city the vegetation around the site is pleasant to perceive. 
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I~vel within the site is relatively low due to its st~cluded position notwithstanding it 

to the airport will increase the noise level but effective barrier during 

construction and effective landscaping is eminent to mash the sound. 

Lastly, there are basically no building structures within the site, which is a virgin land, 

which is large enough to satisfy the function, stabi1ity and aesthetic of the design. 

6.4 ACCESSIBILITY AND CIRCULATION 

The location of the site makes its easy to be accessed from different part of the city which 

is linked to the dual carriage road which goes round the city. Also the location of the site 

which is close to the entrance of the city make it easily to access by guest coming into the 

city. Though the roads are busy the dual carriage will prevent any occurrence of 

unnecessary hold up within the enb'ance of the hotel complex . 

, Circulation within the site will be dictated by the functional requirements appropriately 

taking by considering traffic of visitor and staff through vehicular and pedestrian system 

within the complex. Proper landscape would also be applied to aid the circulation system 

by providing clear traffic guide. 

6.5 UTILITIES 

" . 
. The secluded position of the site will need social utilities like water supply, electricity 

good drainage and sewage disposal system, which is at present absent in the site. 
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However because of its c10seuess to the petroleum training institute electricily and water 

supply is expected to be trapped from the institute. The site has a natoral drainage toward 

the southeast which lead to creeks but a well defined drainage system will be provided 

for proper drainage system. 

6.6 ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM .. 

Like most areas in Wani the southeast area of the site is marshy and there is possibilily of 

it been water log during the rainy season dne to poor drainage. So there is a necessily 
, 

that parts .of the site have to be sand filled prior to construction and proper drainage will 

be provided to prevent water log or flood. 
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CHAPTER SEVERN 1;HEDESIGN 

, 

7.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONANP BRIEF 

The task of a successful building design.is the.primary.con.cern of every architect, which 

can best be achieved by full understanding of the client brief. In the course of this 

research, the brief wa~' recapitulated in a concise manner from books journals, magazines 

and most especially from the case studies carried out in relation to the planning and 

facilities provided in a conventional hotel. 

The designJas a project is one of many parts which consideration is properly articulated to 

give a conductive whole from the cOllceptional evolution to the functional analy~~s. 

through to the [mal design proposal. 

Since architecture is more of space planning various design consideration in relation to 

each unit stated will envisage and utilize the functional and environmental impact to 

develop the brief. 

The geographical condition and climatic factor affecting site location of this, which has 
, 

been, discussed in the previous chapter; have been duly considered for ~roviding 

spectacular view and conducive location. The site for the' building for hotel complex in 

this design project is considered obviously for it geographical uniqueness and its easily 

accessible location. The locatidh is zone into an external northwest noise riddle area, 

which is on the very front of the site, which the'maip ingress and egress approach to the 

site is located. Also an internal recess of a quiet sel~~ted area which is to be developed 

for recreation and relaxation area, with a more quite reclusive area to the south east which 
i 

contain the pool and garden for barbeque. 
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xternal noise riddle zone is to be landscaped with natural vegetation to act as: 

Stabilizer for site micro climatic condition. 

Acting as circulation guide. 

Dampening to the bearable ambient noisy level the regular traffic noise 

from the road. 

Aesthetics of the general approach to the site while the other zone of this 

comple~ wIll be landscape to attract visitor around the different areas of the 

complex special landscape element will be used to justify the landscape 

with beautiful nature. 

However, the proposed international hotel Warri should be design to meet international 

standard of a conventional hotel, but for the purpose of this thesis detail planning for only 

the main hotel building, club house and'recreational facilities will be undertaken. 
. "...~. ~, ",., . : - , ,-

A MAIN HOTEL BUILDING 

B 

This is an elegant structure that is located in the middle of the site and can 

be access though a motorway that leads directly to the carport as well as by 

pedestrian walking. The building is a series of multi storey structure of 

cone shape which accommodate the hotel admini~trative office, bar and 

restaurant, banquet hall, :swimming pool, lettable shops and business ~entre. 

The main h(:)tel building also accommodate conference hall, casjno and five 

categories of executive suites which are design to have lovely views of ~e 

countryside an~ unimpeded view of every green forest and plantation 

around the site. 

POOVCLUB HOUSE 

This is a hexagonal building located behind the main hotel building close to 

the pool, it can be accessed from the main lobby of the hotel building and 

accommodate poor bar, ball room, discotheque and indoor' games room. 
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The clubhouse accommodates all facilities that will mostly generate a lot of 

noise and vibration that may be unpleasant to the guest sleeping area. 

RECREATIONAL FA CILITIES 

Recreational facilities are usually provided to accommodate and provide 

leisure for the visiting guesL In this design is located at'the eastern wing of 

the site. It accommodate all facilities that provide leisure - pool indoor 

games, botanical garden, lawn tennis court and badminton court. Other 

recreational facilities provided are the landscape form that will enhance a 

relax and attractive mood. 

7.1 DESIGN CONCEPT 

The design concept is based on the philosophical principle underlying in the design and 

~irculation of existing hotel complex. Modem hotel complex have been designed' to 

follow a particular pattern according to the designers interpretation of studies, which have 

always assume that hotel planning is to a great extent influenced and defmed by the 

assumption that there would be always a need to satisfy an i:mmediate short term 

accommodation which usually have us own general and particular requirements. This 

requirement will exert considerable influence' on'the structure of the building,. the form, 

size of facilities and ultimately related spaces. The guiding philosophy for the derivatiop 

of the concept is efficiency if}.' circulation which defmed sequential space to promote 
'" 

flexibility in accommodation with visual contact to nature. 

The design concept employed in this project is base on the canonic conceptual approach 

married with .the analogical concept approach. Canonic in the sense that all functions 

provided within the entire design where analyzed individually in relation space required 

and are inter married with other facilities according to the priority offunctiomil order. 
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While analogical in the sense of its approach view which is trapezium m shape as the roof 

: covering of square or rectangular houses of the Ijaw, Urhobo at.1d Itsekiri traditional mud 
i1 

'" 
houses, which are usually made of thatch. This is to create a sense of respect to the 

,;c indigene and the social cultural life of its location to meet it local need with the most 

modem techniques. 

PLANNING CONSIDERATION 

The planning would be focus on the best way to blend the different component of a 

conventionalltOtel with sp~cial emphasis on obtaining social development and flexibility 

within the facilities. The planning of the hotel complex would be put together as a 

'!. homogeneous whole as all major spaces and fimction required will be juxtaposition in 

.. their proper places. In other to satisfy all planning regulation of hotel design, the 

.. planning ,concept have been zone into site operation and building operation which are in 

relation to each other so as to develop a very functional complex. 

The guest room will be limited to 450 rooms, which will be provide~ in five different 
c 

categories. from the single executive suite to the luxurious presidential suite, which will, 

cater for the very affluent guest. The module for the floor set up would be based on the 1 

fact that a maid can take 10 --14 rooms per day per floor. A normal double loaded hotel 

tower is at least 18 meters wide would be provided (minimum are 5 meter clear living 

space from outside window to bathroom wall, 3 meter for bathroom and closet and 2 

meter for hall). For the most efficient design every r~om would have a fully equipped 

bathroom so that it may be rented as a separate room. 
. .. 

• 
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in planning is of most importance since, hotel obtain its client by pUblicity is 

should have natural amenities that would be fully developed to effect in successful 

planning. It also took cognizance that hotels are amortized usually within thirty to thirty 

five years but they normally have longer life span. It should be noted that during this 

period many changes would have occur which may exert strong influence on the viability 

of the hotel and alteration maybe done to bring it in line with the new condition. 

The choice of a module structure will be adapted for the purpose of alteration since social 

standard are rising and guest may not be satisfied with present amenities in years to come 

a degree of inbuilt flexibility in hotel design is required. 

Changing requirement would be accommodating by flexibility in spatial arrangement, 

multi purpose rooms, movable division and others expedient spaces which will facilitate 

attention . 

". In the planning of hotel it is absolutely necessary for an efficient segregated circulation 

system, bearing in mind that routes taken by resident guest and staff follow distinct 

pattern. In the light of this layout and planning of hotel must facilitate movement of 

people and as far as possible provide for the separation of guest, staff and maintenance 

personnel. Relative position of room and auxilimy service will be properly located a.fter 

dete!mining the sequence of movement bearing in mind the four generation of 

circulation, guest, staff, deliveries and services from the serving point of view, it i~ 

always advisable to locate the kitchen and restaurant on one floor. This is possible by 
·r 

allocating two floors for the public area one use for meeting and business and the other 

. exclusively for feeding. In such cases deliveries as well as daily stocking up will have to 

be effected by elevators. 
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Vertical service and dU9t would have to converge at the service floor where the public 

wing is -situated below the bedroom. An imaginative structural work will be provided in 

this floor-taking load through the public wing at very few points only . 

• : The choice of planning and structural module would be the most taking problem in this 

.. 

design because ~part from corridors, duct, staircases, elevator and column, concentration 

is also required in location where the structure penetrates the public wings. In order to . - .. "" '"'." ~"'.' 

satisfY this structural need module should be on grid capable' of accommodating beamless 

floors below bedroom and when double or treble in size in public areas. The structural 

grid should be detennine by the width of two adjacent rooms, which will allow duct and 

other services to pass unchecked through the floor in mid-span. 

A sound proofed lightweight double partition between the rooms contained within the 

grid allows service branches toward the perimeter. 

7.3 DESIGN APPROACH 

The basic approach to the design project is to create a built environment of immense 

appeal to the visitor using the most modem technique and available material to suite it 

into a costal environment in a tropical region. It is also to ensure that the design itself 

does convey an appropriate order of priOlities. 

The site, which is an expanse of the tropical land with adequate space to occupy the 

complex, is suitably located in respect to commercial and tourist need to the city of 

WalTi. 
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the designing of complex. priority functions were duly considered which were arrange 

in sequential order of functionalities. Having two entrances for guest and service routes 

they are both linked to the Aladja - Effurun dual carriage road running around the entire 

Warri city.; Guest vehicular movement insideithe complex are restricted along one side 

leading to the carport and parking' area, which ~llaccommodate 300 cars at peak period . 

Pedestrian provided for visitors are design to overwhehn the visitors by the series of pave 

walkway which hedges well landscape making!:perception exciting to all guest. Eternally, 
, 

the main building should be a piece in itselfwilli fair elements and motif that will respect 

the status of its name an international hotel. The design was conceive to give an 

impressive dignity that will remain in the memory of visitors. 

The cone shape design of the II storey building is an analogy of the common thatch 

roofing system found ·mostly in traditional house inWarri. While the interior can be 

approach from the entrance porch large enough to accommodate large number of people .. 

The following design approaches are considered. 

i) The lobby design would be influence by the functional requirement which 

should be very large to accommodate conventioneer at peak, allow for the 

use of material and finish with a high degree of performance requiring low 

maintenance and repair work. The size of the lobby would be determined 

by the number of services to be provided on the ground floor level. 

ii) Front desk:- Guest registration, cashier, information services are provided 

over desk or counter f~hich ij1.ay be arrange in a separ~te area visible from 

the lobby. In either case it is important that the counter staff have direct 

access to the offices providing back up information and services. The 

reception desk must be immediately conspicuous to guest entering the hotel 

and in a position to provide supervising of the lobby area, the cashier desk 

must be clearly visible from the elevator and staircases. 
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iii) Restaurant and bars:- Entry to the restaurant and bar areas should be 

through the reception lounge and foyer. This should be a little more than a 

widening of the hall corridor and larger area .. Providing space for seat and 

table. The restaurant would be located on the more remote side and bars 

would be position easy to locate areas. 
,. 

Cocktail lounge and coffee bars are provided as independent facilities 

linking to restaurant, which will rely heavily on its interior fitting to attract 

customers.- Provision for more than one restaurant would be to give guest a 

choice in menu and price, however a special restaurant would be provided 

at topmost level for executive visitors. With increase demand for freedom 

guest may want to eat outside the main hotel building barbeque are 

provided with clubhouse restaurant. 

iv) Bedroom:- For economic purpose the shape of the suites area is based pn 

two parallel rooms of bedroom with inner bathroom served by a central 

corridor. The advantages of all bedroom having internal bedroom that can 

be service from the corridor include:- ' 

Width of bedroom is kept to a minimwn along outer wall, 

thus reduces the corridor length. 

The lobby can be used as dressing are~ between room and 

bathroom and the bathroom could be used as noise buffer., 

Allow a short duct connecting internal bathroom with 

extemal face of the corridor. 

v) Service area:- Seryice area which include house keeping room, kitchen, ., 

and other areas exclusively for the staff are located in area that are secluded 

from guest interference. Also circUlation pattern within the service are 

interlink and carefully design to avoid traffic congestion. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL 

7.4.1 CONSTRUCTION: 

The construction method adopted for the design is the skeletal system of construction, 

where the frame structural system of columns and beams carry the entire load to the 

foundation. Because' of the height of the building all. construction should be duly. 

reinforced according to specification of the engineer yet the thickness of concrete work 

should be minimal to reduce the effect of load on the foundation. 

This method of construction is probably not only the cheapest but also the most 

satisfactory for all building which struc~e can be changed. However the columns and 

beam stmcture may be chosen in isolated cased as being quicken to erect, easier to 

convert and accommodating rooms of different size with relative ease. In this case 

special care must be taken with the positioning of duct and bathrooms. 

In the main hotel building pile foundation system is use because of the height of the 

building and soil type to be able to carry the load of the structure. The infilling between 

the beam and column structural frame are done with concrete block for the purpose of 

durability, acoustic and fire resistance. 

The clubhouse constrUction adopts the use of masonry made of concrete block while 

foundation is a combination of'strip and raft foundation. 

MATERIALS 

Materials as far as architecture is concerned are the physical element whose use and 

manipulation crystallize into the physical realization of the idea of the design. The 
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material for the proposed international hotel is to reflect the international status of the 

complex as well as meet all 10eaJ climatic condition for aesthetic and economic 

requirement. This dual from of architectural requirement for the building material for 

this project is the basic properties to satisfy the three most important qualities in good 

architecture - ~ommodity firmness can be clas~inc9 into structural and fmished material. 

A STRUCTURAL MATERIAL 

B 

Reinforce concrete floor slabs; beams, colmnn and foundation footing are 

used for all structural work in the building. While concrete blocks are used 

for all masonry work. 

Roof structure are m.ade of steel lattice in the club house and other structure 

within the complex but for the main hotel building which is constructed 

with reinforced concrete slab. 

FINISHING MATERIAL 

1) 

lJ) 

WALL:- All material and exterilal wall shall be rendered smooth by 

the application of 3 coats of cement plaster mix to the ratio of 1/3: 1:3 

of lime, cement and sand respectively the entire external cement 

plaster mix will be over laid with light colo~e4 mosaic tiles to 

enhance it beauty. While internal cemented plaster in room ~d 

lobbies will be over laid with light coloured text coat paint. The bars 

and other relaxation function spaces will have certain accent to 

induce excitement and participation. The walls of the sanitary areas, 
l~ 

service areas and kitchen will have decorated glaze wall tiles up to 

1800mm height. Walls of the noisy area - club house, meeting 

room, conference hall and C banquet halls will be\ over laid with 

polished wood panel for acoustic purposes. 

FLOORS.:- The main lobby ~a will have white marble floor which 
~:p";\ 

can withstand wear an,d tear artd,is aesthetically appealing and can be 
• .' J' 
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easily maintained. All the conidors and rooms within the hotel will 

be laid with paladin floor finishes however room will be over laid 

with rug carpet. All sanitaty and kitchen area will be covered with 

glaze ceramic tile with rubble surface to prevent slipping. All 

banquet halls conference. hall will be finished with terrazzo, which 

will be overlaid with rug for acoustic reasons. 

III) WINDOW AND DOORS:- All window are to be made of 

polycarbonate plastic sheet gazing which can withstand the impact 

of about 16 times that of the double strength glass window. The 

glazing sheet would be frame in alloyed bronze alwninwn frames. 

While the doors shall be made of carved and smoothened hardwood 

or glazed sheet made of polycarbonate plastic glazing in public 

places. All room and suite will be made of carved or smoothened 

. hard wood door and doorframes. 

IV) ROQ!!..::- Roof finishes in the club house will be made of long span 

aluminum roofing sheet while all concrete slab and roof gutter are to 

. be over laid with bitumen felt to prevent leakages. 

Ceiling:- Ceiling in each floor of the main hotel building are 

provided to cover all cooling duct from the central air conditioning 

are made of suspended ceiling pads. 

V) PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS:- Pedestrian walkways are to be 

finished with concrete tiles. The paving shall be of a base with 

undemeath of thorough compacted literate soil. All concrete tiles 
I' 

will be fasten together with concrete mix of 1:3:6 of cement sand. 

and aggregate respectively. Also all kerbs used in living the load 

and walk way are made of reinforced concrete. 
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.5 SPACE REQUIREMENT 

GROUND FLOOR PLAN J NO AREA 

ENTRACE··PORCH 
r 

". MAIN LOBBY 
LETT ABLE SHOPS 
CONFERENCE HALL 
ADJUST ABLE MEETING HALL 
BANQUET HALL 
BALLROOM 
COURTYARD 
DISPENSRY 
BELLBOY 
STAIR CASES 
KITCHEN 
MALE LOCKER ROOM 
FEMALE LOCKER ROOM 
PUBLIC TOILET AREA 
FRONT DESK 
STAFF OFFICE AREA 
STORE 
PIIONE AREA 
LEFT (ELEVATOR) 
SERVICE ENTRANCE 
DELIVERY AREA 
CARPORT 
SECURITY OFFICE 0 

FIRST Fl~OOR PLAN 

COFFEE BAR 
RESTAURANT " '"'.- .", 

MAIN KITCHEN 
STAFF KITCHEN 
STAFF DINING 
BAKERY 
BAR 
CASINO 
PASTERY SHOP 
LETT ABLE OFFICES ./~ 

PRINTING ROOM 
STAFF OFFICE 
LOBBY 
PUBLIC TOILET AREA 
LiFT AREA 
STAIRCASES 

. 
iii 
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NO AREA 

SERVICE KITCHEN 
CENTRAL SERVICE AREA 

" 
FITNESS ROOM 

~ 
LINEN STORE .. TOILET AREA 
PUBIC LOUNGE 
LOBBY 
SINGLE ROOMS 

TYEICAL SINGLE ROOM 

BEDROOM 
TOILET 

- ,- WARDROBE 
BALCONY 

STAFF OFFICE AREA 

LIFT AREA 
STAIR CASES 

"' THIRD AND 

SERVICE AREA .. LINEN ROOM 
STAFF LOUNGE 
STAFF OFFICE 
PUBLIC LOUNGE 
SINGLE ROOMS 
LIFT AREA 
STAIRCASES 
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FIFTH TO EIGHT FLOOR PLAN 

STAFF AREA 
SERVrCE AREA 
LINEN ROOM 
STAFF LOUNGE 
TOILET AREA 
LOBBY 

DOUBLE EXECUTIVE SUITE, 
TYPICAL DOUBLE SUITE 

LIVING ROOM 
BAR 
BEDROOM 
DRESSING ROOM 
TOILET 
BALCONIE 

EXECUTIVE BUSINESS SUITE 
TYPICAL BUSINESS SUITE 

LIVING ROOM 
BAR 
WARDROBE 
TOILET 
BALCONIES 

SINGLE ROOMS 

NO AREA 
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NINTH FLOOR PLAN 

SERVICE AREA 
STAFF LOUNGE 
SERVICE STORE 
LOBBY 
LIFT AREA 
STAIRCASES 
DOUBLE SUITES 
TOILET AREA 

DIPLOMATIC SUITE 
TYPICAL DIPLOMATIC SUITE 

LIVING ROOM 
DINING ROOM 
BARJKITCIIENITTE 
BEDROOM 
TOILET 
DRESSING ROOM 

TENTH. FLOOR PLAN 

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE 
TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL SUITE 

BEDROOM 
KITCHENETTE 
STORE 
DINNING 
BAR 
DRESSING ROOM 
TOILET 
LIVING 

LOBBY 
GOURMENT DINING 
STAFF AREA 
TOLIET AREA 
KITCHEN 
STAIRCASE 
LIFT AREA 

BASEMENT FLOOR 

LAUNDRY 
TECHNICAL SERVICE AREA 

. SEWAGE DISPOSAL AREA 

~t 

NO AREA 

NO AREA 
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CHAPTER EIGHT DESIGN SERVICES 

Design services are referred to domestic system, which will affect the comfortability of 

human being in a building. This includes water and electrical supply, heating and cooling 

system, drainage and sewage disposal system and other precaution taken for the safety 

and health of the building occupants. " 

I 

The design service section will be maintain ~d properly manage by the engineering 

department in a hotel set up for efficiency. 

8.1 ELECTRICITY AND LIGHTING 

National Electric Power Authority (NEPA}wjlJ.~upply electricity, ~hich have substation' 

. at\.P.T.I. road Effurun about two kilometers from !he site.' However in the case of power 

failure, two st~d by diesel generating set as specified by service engineer will be 

provided because of the imp Oltanceof electricity and lighting for services within the 

complex. A step down Ale power transformer shall be installed and all pow~r 

transmission and wiring system shall be conduit. The hotel complex will receive the 
three-phase electricity supply from the nearest electricity grid at the rating of 240 volt. 

The sizes of the cable will depend in the service entrance equipment, the amp age 

supplied by the power supply authority. 

Lighting in hotel building is mostly artificial l~ghting in other facilities provided by the 

hotel beside rooms and guest facilities. However, despite the heavy. dependence on 

artificial lighting all hall and other facility ll;1 the design have adequate access to natural 

lighting through window which are large enough the admit light to some certain extent. 
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All room, suite and lounge in the design have adequate supply of natural lighting from 

slide door leading to balconies. Also artificial lighting is provided through electricity 

supply. Though corridors have access to day lighting it wol1ld be preferable to be lighted 

artificially because of the length of the corridor which adequate lighting cannot travel 

more than six meter. Also artificial lighting is means of relieving length of corridors and 

making them more interesting. 

8.2 HEATING COOLING AND VENTILATION 

In the proposed hotel central air condition is required to cool, clean' and circulate air 

through out the complex with air regulator in each rooms. Although windows and doors 

are provided in all faciJities adequate for ventilation naturally, air condition is need for 

regulation of air temperature to suite human comfortability, and mechanical ventilation 

by means of air conditional is the only source of regulating temperature and humidity 
, 

provided. The central air conditioning system shall be designed for the entire complex 

with services pipes channeled through the suspended ceiling and were possible though 

wall to evelY space facilities provided. The m~chanical equipment would be on the 

ground level with pumping machine to propelling the cool clean and· filtered air to every 

room. 

8.3 WATER SUPPLY.,;, 

The main water supply wiII be from the water work, which is the source of supply to the 

whole township. However, provision will be made for a water supply system that will be 

on borehole pump system, which will be directed to storage tank and treated for 

consumption. 

i 
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All water supply will be directed into an under ground storage tank which they will be 

distributed for use though overhead tank that will be station on top of the building from 

which water in the under ground storage tank will be pump into. 

Water supplied into the building can be classified into hot water supply and cold water 

supply. Hot water is heated at boiler provided and store in the basement central cylinder 

from which it is pun).p to the top of the building for efficient distribution through pipe. 

The storage cylinder at the basement and on top of the building should have the capacity 

to contain and retain hot water sufficient for both anticipated peak demand and demand 

during recharge period. This system allows central hot water supply system to all room 

toilet, kitchen and public toilet. 

Cold water is drawn from the main supplies i.e. Water board supply or bore hole, which 

is treated and stored, in storage tanks. The water is also pump to the top of the building 

where they are then distributed to vanous room kitchen laundry and service room 

. provided for each floors. 

Pipe drawn of points will also be located at appropriate positions on site for usage in case 

of fire, which will be automatically control. 

Lastly all cold water and hot water pipe should be insulated to prevent condensation and 

unnecessary flow of heat and,heat lost respectively. All hot water pipe and cold water 
'l 

pipe should not be less than 150mm close to prevent heat interchange. 
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8.4 DI~AINAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL 

DRAINAGE:-

SEWAGE DISPOSAL:-

The site is slope toward the south east toward a river body 

which is about seven hundred meter from the site. The site 

itself is self-drained but channel of covered gutters provided 

much are directed toward the direction of the slope to the 

river. AU rain water and water collected from rooftop and 

other external water supply systems are connected .to the 

covered gutter, which are channel toward the river body close 

to the site. 

This are collected discharges from w. c., bath, laundry, 
'.~ '>.-',' •. '.' 

kitchen and other area of used water from the building. They 

are drained through duct system, which are then channeled 

through the service floor to the central sewage treatment 

plant. Here all liquid disposal are treated and are recycled for 

use in watering flowers and other field work within the site 

. while the solid waste are dehydrated and are disposed as dry 

solid waste. ' 

8.5 REFUSE DISPOSAL 

A central refuse pit is provided at the basement, which can be access through chute 

system. The chute is located close to the kitchen and the central service core in each 

floor directly into the refuse pit. Motorable access will be provided at the refuse pit to 
. '. 

allow refuse disposal truck for onward load and disposal of all solid refuse . 
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8.6 ACOUSTICS 

Acoustics design in a building requires the control of sound and vibration within the 

confined space, which that sounds, is desired. 

Because of the nature of hotels activities and umque requirement of special au 

conditioning and other. noise producing equipment, attention must be given to the 

problem of noise control and vibration. Two major methods are used ~ the solving of 

acoustic problem in this design. 

a) Design measures:- In the design of this hotel the following point are 

considered a rationale in planning for providing proper acoustic control. 

They include:.., 

1. 

11. 

traffic noise:- Although traffic extend in some areas the site 

planning and building design planning of facilities have isolated 
.,: . 

guest sleeping and areas which less noise are require from traffic as 

much as possible. 

General operating noise:- Primary noise producing equipments are 

isolated not only from guest sleeping areas but also from certain 

conference hall. This is because it is easier to minimize noise 

problem at the source than create barriers between them. 

111. Guest produced noise:- By means of proper arrangement of hall. 

ways, elevator and stairs the basic guest sleeping areas are separated 

from them by providing toiled and small foyer to reduce noise 

caused by guest going or coming from entertainment. 

IV. Entertainment noise:- The result of noise is prevented from 

entertainment mostly from club house or discoth~que from 

permeating the entire facility by separating the building that contains 

y those facilities. 
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b) Acoustic prevention measures:- In hotel acoustic treatment are important 

for the prevention of acoustic problem in, guest rooms,' meeting rooms 

conference halls ball rooms and discotheque. In guest rooms, walls floors 

and ceiling are treated with sound absorbing curtain and rug to prevent 

sound while ceiling a provided with suspended ceiling pad that are sound 

absorbers. 

While meeting rooms conference hall banquet hall and discotheque are also 

treated to prevent sound generated from traveling beyond it enclosure. 

Therefore all walls floors and ceiling are· treated with materials that are 

sound absorbers. Walls are treated with padded wood finishes, while floor 

and ceiling are treated with rug and padded suspended ceiling respectively 

to prevent sound traveling beyond it enclosure as well as preventing 

revibration to give proper blending of sound. 

8.7 FIRE SAFETY 

Provision for fire safety have been considered from the design stage because majority of 

the occupant are transient and are unfamiliar with the facility and in many instances are 

preoccupied with other concems to exercise normal safety conscious behaviour. Like 

acoustic measures, fire safeties· in hotel are also classified into design measures and 

protection measures. 

Design Measures:- One of the major frre safety in hotel design in the approach of 

design consideration is to separate high frre risk areas like kitchens machine and 

electrical room and control room from other areas in addition to this design 

measure for rooms and corridor should be adhere to e.g. Distance from the door 
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way to any part of a single room and unit in hotel should not exceed 9m and 7.5 . . 

meters respectively. Also distance travel in hotel corridor should not exceed 25m 

to exist stair where dead end are met of 50m when exit in both direction. 

Provision of fire escape route should be included in the design, which are 

separated from the main building and should have adequate air movement. 

Additional consideration in fire safety is the fire protective measure include: 

Material for wall and doors should be able to withstand fire for about 2:30m 

Door should be interrupted by self endorsing smoke stop doors at 30meters 

apart. 

- Fire alarm systems are instal~ed automatically to detect frre in the incipient 

stage in each room and facility provided in the hotel and signals are provided 

in the case of occurrence. 

Hydrant provision will be made within the main area of circulation of the hotel ., 

complex and overhead integrated water sprinkler system are provided for fITe 

safety in the hotel. . 

Portable appliances such as fITe extinguishers will be provided in all rooms, 

kitchen and areas of high fire risk. 

v Finally specific design consideration in the hotel escape route are provided. 

- Non slip walk ways and stair heads. 

- Appropriate handrails and stair case guards. 

- Avoidance of floor to .:ceiling glass windows or door though which individuals 

might run through . 
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SECURITY 

Security in hotel can be greatly enhanced by prudent circulation control in the design. In 

this design security can be zone into public security zone and private security zOne. 

1. Public security. zone are security measure to ensure protection of guest in 

the hotel as well as property within the pubic areas of the hotel i.e. areas 

where gust in hotel are allowed, these measure include. 

2. 

Few outlets are provided in the hotel to allow apart from the major 

outlet provided. 

Security operatives should secure escape route provided. 

Surveillance equipment should be mounted at strategic location in 

the lobbies, corridors and facilities such as restaurant and meeting 

areas. 

Security personnel should be place at each floor to monitor the, 

movement of people to protect assassins, theft and other dubious act 

within the hotel complex. 

Private security zone are security measure taken to check safety within the 

private area of a hotel i.e. the ar.ea, which are only accessible to the staff 

and personnel of the hotel. This is usually checked by the control of 

movement within the private area as well as electrical surveillance 

equipment. Security personnel to prevent theft and indiscriminate 

movement would man employee entrance. Also there is the control and 

supervision of garbage out other hotel which are check to prevent stealing. 

The site of the hotel complex is also being secured by wall fence with gate 

as the main access to the complex to control inflow of people from every 

side of the site. Also within the site areas that are mark out for personnel 

are fence with wire quaze and flower plant to preyent guest from going into 
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these areas. In the light of this safety will be of paramount importance to 

the hotel complex. 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 

The proposed hotel covers a wide range of opportunities to the societies in which it is 

located. The specific characte~ of hotel for accommodation and dining are provided but 

inclusive are other facilities that will enhance the development of the community socially 

politically and economically. Warri as a developing city in Nigeria needs a complex 

c~pable of effective changes, which is expected to playa leading role for development of 

the communities. So it has been foreseen that a hotel with a high standard is not only a 

prominent structure but will also be capable to develop the desire socio.:.culturaHifeof the 

communities. 

~ In line with these facilities such as auditorium exhibition halls, business centre, casino, 

banqueting hall and recreational facilities are provided in the hotel to tamper the harsh 

living condition of the communities with respeet'to providing room for lectures, meeting 

and room for social interaction. It also will serve as a civic centre for merry making as 

well as it will attract tourist for leisure or business purpose. The international hotel. will 

in evelY way enhance economic activity in the communities. 

8.10 MAINTENANCE 

Iv,Iaintenance in hotel is of paramount importance so as to keep to its expected standard. 

In other to minimize the maintenance cost in building durable material will be used for 

construction of structures and finishes.· Finishes in the hotel will be made of material that 
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need little maintenance e.g. marble flooring for lobbies and hall ways and glass work in 

all fa9ade. Mosaic tiles will be used for all external concrete work finishes, which will 

reduce the cost of painting. 

All maintenance work will be carried out by the technical service department which will 

be under the daily maintenance of the hotel will be carried out by the house keeping 

depmtment. 

8.11 SOLAR CONTROL 

Solar control is the control of sun effect in the puilqing. In the proposed hotel complex 

solar control is considered by three major means. 

i) Site planning:- This involve the orientation of the building in the north 

south direction to reduce the effect of direct sunlight in the room and in the 

length of the building; All rooms are in the north south direction therefore 
c 

they are devoid of direct rays of sun, which can be a nuisance in a humid 

climate. Also all recreational facilities are in the same direction to reduce 

the effect of glm"e on intended users. '. 

ii) Land sapping:- In the proposed hotel a belt of trees are planted toward the 

east of the building forming shading device at the lower and of the building. 

Plants are used to tamper the effect of solar energy as it creates natural 
(, 

barriers to the building. Also terrestrial heating can be reduce ~y planting 

of flowers and grass covering which will not only be used for aesthetic 

purpose in landscaping but also for solar energy reduction. 

iii) Design measures:- In the design of the structure consideration is given to 

the effect of solar energy to room occupant. Balconies are provided at each 

room which will serve as buffer zone to reduce the effect of solar energy_ 
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Also the use of light colour finishes of the external surface of the building 

will reflect solar heat that maybe emitted by the SUll. 
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.AEST.HETICS i\ND GENERAL J.~PPRAISJ.~L 

ArehiteGture fr0m any faces of evaluation is principally a subjective practice, whic.h has 

no hard and fast rule of design processes but have different possible approach to arrive at 
" r ~,', _<. _. " ~ " • _, "_ ~ ..,-

appeClling and satisfactory design proposal. In this design proposals fimctionalities and 

aesthetic are inseparable as the functional objective of any project is the basic aim while 

ae~thetic is the inspifed Qbjeet1ve. To make this particular project a success, the 

researcher endeavoured to employ the use of canonic approach in breaking down the 

function and to further analyze the space within each individual fimction, which is then 

married with an analogical concept. Aesthetically the approach of the project rested on 

symbolism i.e. creating a stmcture that will be imposing with simple shape that will erect 

a symbolic image to those visiting Warri. 

The researcher in other to facilitate this svrnbolic structure first Q:ave an impression of the 
J ~ 

',"""lc:tn~scape with soft green lawn, with the fonn of beautiful flower and ornamental trees 
\.. 

line a]ong the wen tarred road leading to the elitnmce porch and car park. The main 

structure is the 11 storey hotel building with design emphasis base on dignity, hannony 

serenity ~.nd respect to the community in which it 1S located. Tn totality the' entire 

complex site will be developed to provide standard hotel . facilities that encourages 

rec.reatlonal a<;tivities to develop the sodo cu1turallife of the c·ol11Jnunities. 

The hotel ehalet, moms l:md suite suggest a world where the visitor c·an find privacy not 

always accessible in the flo~s and pressures in their daily lives. The well landscape 

interlors with plants and. other artifact within the lobby and the courtyard, bar, c.ouple 

with the water body brings nature close to the visitors. All "this alone is a powerful 

me;;lsnre try the entire hotel setting, which is strongly conducive to relaxation. Also 

fascinating is the giant swimming pool just behind the mam building close to the club 

IV)J1se, the pmnpel:ll1.3 Sp01ting arena which tennis, pool, squash and other sporting 

facilities creating an appealing aesthetic value on the entire site. 
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the magnificent stmc.ture that from an integral part of the site would be 

with choiced material available to' enhance it aesthetics and quality and to 

l . . .., Th h' f . 1 1 'de h . d ).nmnmze lt~ mamtenanee CQSt. . e C O1ces 0 matena se ecte lor t e constructlOn an 

(finished are suitable for the coastal weather, which will guide against untimely 

"-~elerioration in the building. 

CONCLUSION 

tTh I . 1 H "W . h·d··· h 11' ., I. e .nternatlOm'L . ote ,arn as a researc eS1gn project 18 c a engmg, as 1t 18 

!intereStinglY realistic. A successful ~Plem.;,~ti~~ ~f ~s project can int~grate into a 

, whole dlverse ]efsure orJUortumtv that 1S presently lac,kmg m the C1tv of-Warn. ...... ." ... '" ""'" ., 

However, this project is a response to the idea of the Niger delta people yearning for 

'physical, social and economic development of the region, which has favoured the 

economic::. growth of the nation over the years. 

There js no (lollbt about the viability of the project because Warri has the economic and 

human resources that will make the project a success. It will ensure an accomplished 

conventional hotel that will be a major point of attraction, relaxation, tourist cl1c1avc as 

well as a centre for social activities in Wam. 
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